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A STUDY OF THE TAXONOMY AND DISTRIBUTION OF HERMATYPIC 
CORALS OF THE CHAGOS ARCHIPELAGO, INDIAN OCEAN 
being a thesis submitted for the degree of Master of Science of 
the University of Durham 
by 
Zena D. Dinesen B.Sc. (Sussex> 
• 
January 1976 
All the ffeld work for this study was carried out by members 
of the JoInt ServIces ExpedItIons to' 'Egmont In 1972 and to 
Danger Island and other Islands of the Chagos Bank In 1975. 
The Identification of the Egmont coral collection was carried 
out by Dr B.R. Rosen of the British Museum (Natural History). 
Identification of the Chagos Bank collection and all analysts 
and discussion of the Egmont and Chagos Bank data are entirety 
my own work. This thesis has not been accepted for any degree, 
and Is not being submitted concurrently In candidature for any 
other degree. 
"Full fathom five thy father lies, 
Of his bones are coral made." 
William Shakespeare i'he !rempsst 
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ABSTRACT 
This study Is based on corals collected during the Joint Services 
Exp3dltlon to Egmont Atoll (in 1972) and to the western part of the 
Chagos Bank (In 1975). The corals were identified to generic level, 
and where appropriate to species and species groups. A systematic 
check-list Is presented covering the material from both col lectlons. 
Much of the Information from Egmont has been lost, especially regarding 
the locations where specimens were collected. It was hoped however to 
use the data from the Chagos Bank collection to classify the coral 
communities In terms of associations, according to the met~odology of 
..,. 
the Zu.rich-Montpelller School of Sociology (Braun-Bianquet, 1951 ). 
This was attempted with the aid of suitable computer analysts, but owing 
to the highly variable nature of the data, the approach had to be 
abandoned. 
Nevertheless, some patterns may be observed in the distribution of the 
corals from Chagos Bank, principally In relation to depth. No definite 
zones can be delimited, but some of the genera and species are more 
conspicuous at certain depths. This Is most obvious in the shallowest 
collections (3-6m) and the deeper areas (33- 45m). 
The major factors Influencing local distribution patterns of hermatypic 
corals are discussed, and the Chagos Bank data are compared with similar 
studies In the Indo-Pacific. 
At least 55 hermatypic genera have so far been recorded from the 
Chagos Arch I pe I ago. There is a h t gh diversIty of cora I genera t n the 
western Indian Ocean, which may or may not be continuous with the very 
rich Indonesian-west Pacific area. The records presented here suggest 
that the high diversity region In the Southern Maldives may extend south 
of the equator to Include the Chagos reefs. 
Few quantitative studies have been carried out on reef corals, and most 
of the work has been confined to the accessible reef flat, while deeper 
areas of the reef front have been neglected. Furthermore, sampling 
methods and the kind of Information recorded have varied greatly. It 
Is recommended that a standard sampling procedure Is laid down, so that 
data collected In the course of future studies may be meaningfully 
compared. 
ii 
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NOMENCLATURE 
Classification of coral genera Is according to Wells (1956). 
Classification of species Is as indicated in the check-list In Appendix A. 
All other terms are defined where necessary In the text. 
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2 
central Indian Ridge apparently runs north-south, geological, magnetic and 
bathymetric studies indicate that this region is in fact composed of 
en eaheZon northwest-southeast spreading centres and northeast-southwest 
fracture zones. 
Just to the east of the central part of the Mid-Ocean Ridge lies the 
Chagos-Laccadive Ridge; this ridge and the southern part of the Mascarene 
Plateau are I inear volcanic features. Studies on the evolution of the 
floor of the Indian Ocean suggest that during the Mid-01 igocene the 
Chagos-Laccadive Ridge was part of the Mascarene Ridge and formed a chain 
of volcanic islands para I lei to the Ninetyeast Ridge. 
The climate in the Chagos Archipelago is governed mostly by a zone of 
equatorial westerly winds which migrate north and south across the region; 
separating the NE and SE Trades. Where the westerlies and the Trades 
converge there are shear zones with unsettled and squat ly weather. During 
December to March the winds are variable but mostly westerly. Then the 
wester! ies weaken, and throughout June to September the SE Trade winds are 
dominant. In October and November the winds are again variable but sti I I blow 
mostly from the south and east. Cyclones are rare in such low latitudes, but 
calm periods are only occasional and seldom occur during the Trades • 
. The temperature follows the wind pattern and is lowest during the Trade 
months. The diurnal variation is less than J0°C, and records (from 
Diego Garcia) show a mean maximum temperature of over 30° in March, and 
a mean minimum of almost 24°C in August. The Chagos Islands are the 
wettest in the Indian Ocean, with an annual mean rainfal I of over 3000mm. 
The rainfall seems to vary from year to year, and Is highest In the 
north of the archipelago, the annual figure for Peros Banhos being 3999mm. 
Further south at Diego Garcia and north at Addu Atoll, the annual mean 
drops by some 500mm. 
The tides are semi-diurnal and somewhat greater In amplitude than at the 
Southern Maldives. Records from Diego Garcia show a maximum range at 
springs of t.6m and a minimum at neaps of 0.7m. 
The Chagos Bank measures some 120km across and 80km north to south. 
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About 17,000 years ago It may have had a dry land area of about 13,500 sq km, 
and there were presumably other large land areas In the outlying Speakers 
and Pill Banks. The present structure suggests that It Is now a drowned 
atoll, and the only remaining land areas are a few Islands along the western 
rim and one In the north (Figure 2). The largest of the Islands Is Eagle 
(244 hectares), with the much smaller Sea Cow 2km to the south; and some 
25km south of Eagle I les Danger Island (66 hectares). The Three Brothers 
and Resurgent I le along a Nw-SE axis 8km long, and together constitute a 
land area of over 37 hectares. On the northern rim of the Chagos Bank 
lies Nelson or Legonne Island, with an area of 81 hectares. 
The greatest land areas are now concentrated In the outlying atolls 
(Figure 2). Egmont Is a small atoll with Its axis Inclined WNW to ESE, 
wIth seven Is I ands scattered around the sha II ow lagoOn to fonn an ova I 
9km by 3km. In the west are Rat Island, Lublne and Clpaye (or Slpallle) 
with an adjacent Islet. In the south lie Tatamaka, Carapate and South-
East Islands. North of the Bank Is the large, almost rectangular Peros 
Banhos Atoll with some 30 Islets (land area 1150 hectares). East of this 
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lies Salamon, a smaller atoll with eleven Islands and a land area of 
500 hectares. Some distance to the south of the Bank Is Diego Garcia 
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with four Islands, the largest one being u-shaped and constituting one of the 
most continuous land rims found anywhere on an atoll. The total land area 
Is about 3000 hectares, more than one-sixth of the total atoll area. 
The Chagos Islands were p~bably discovered and first named by the 
Portuguese at the end of the fifteenth century. Although the Islands 
appear In sixteenth century charts, their positions were not well plotted 
even at the end of the following century. None of the Islands was settled 
until the latter part of the eighteenth century. 
The economic l~ortance of Chagos has always been In the coconut trade. 
Egmont and Eagle were both Inhabited by the mid 1800s, and there seem to 
have been brief settlements on most of the other Islands of the Chagos 
Bank, except Resurgent and possibly Nelson. But the settlements on Egmont 
were not well managed and the society there seems to have fallen Into 
decay. By the 1930s the Inhabitants of both Egmont and Eagle Island were 
evacuated to Penos Banhos. All the Islands In Egmont and the Chagos Bank 
are no~ uninhabited. The a to I Is of Sa I amon, Peros Banhos and DIego Ga rc I a 
are however still populated, and 'they export considerable amounts of copra 
and coconut o I I • They have also been used for other purposes, for 
example, Diego Garcia was once a coaling station, and was of some Importance 
as a naval base during the world wars. 
During the Joint Services expedition to the Chagos Bank In 1975 all the 
Chagos Bank Islands were visited and some surveys of the vegetation were 
carrIed out. There are still many coconut palms on the Islands, 
especially Eagle and Sea Cow, and domestic plants such as paw paw are 
In evidence. (Resurgent Is the only Island unaffected by human activity). 
But It seems that the broad-leaved forests are recovering well, In many 
cases actively spreading Into the coconut areas. 
were made during the earlier expedition to Egmont: 
Similar observations 
the vegetation was 
found to be chiefly coconut, but there are some broad-leaved areas which 
are spreadIng. 
All the Egmont Islands are rat-Infested, likewise Eagle Island; but the 
other Islands of the Chagos Bank support many thousands of nesting birds, 
estimated at well over 100,000 breeding pairs. About 15 species of 
5 
seabirds are represented, Including various species of Shearwaters, Boobies, 
Herons, Frigate Birds and Terns. 
During the Island surveys other Interesting features were recorded. 
For exampJe, on Eagle there are four ba~achols systems which are senescent 
In that they are no longer normally flooded by the sea. Profiles from 
the barachols were carried out, and the sub-fossil pollen should produce 
a record of the vegetation prior to the period of coconut farming. 
Resurgent Island was marked on Moresby's chart of 1837 as being a shoal 
drying at low tide. But there Is a small piece of land rising to well 
over 2m above the extreme h lgh water mark. North Brother and Sea Cow 
also have areas well above the high water mark, and around the former 
there are pinnacles of coral rock rising well beyond the level of extreme 
high water. Such features suggest that these three Islands may be 
ra I sed reefs. 
The maJor scientific expeditions to the archipelago Include the visit 
by G.C. Bourne In 1885-1886, the Deutsche Tlefsee-Expedltlon In the 
Vatdtvia In 1899, the Percy Sladen Trust Expedition In 1905, and the 
expedition In H.M.S. Vidat In 1967. 
General references for Chapter One 
Geology and climate Stoddart ( 1971a; 197tb; 1973>; Laughton ~ al (197l). 
Geography and Island surveys Bellamy et at (1976); Bourne (1971). 
History Scott ( 1961); Bourne ( 1971 >; Stoddart ( 1971c>. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
OORAL SAMPLING AT EGMONT AND THE CHAGOS BANK; LABORATORY 
WORK AND PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF DATA 
SECTION I Coral Sampling at Egmont Atoll 
The maJority of the corals collected at Egmont wer.e taken from the 
seaward sldes of the atoll. The locations of the maJor transects are 
marked In Figure 3a. All underwater work was carried out by divers 
using SCUBA and the samples from each collection were placed In separate 
bags. 
The most detailed collections were made at the sheltered northwest area 
of the a to II where there was the greatest II vI ng cora I cover. · Here the 
Main Transect was laid down, and samples were taken from the reef flat 
and at depths f~ lm to 46m. A total of fifty 2m x 2m quadrats were 
used, and for each quadrat a specimen of every different coral present 
was removed. Many random collections (I.e. not from the quadrats> were 
carried out at various depths tn the vicinity of the Main Transect. The 
purpase of these random collections was to find specimens apparently not 
represented In the quadrats at that depth, In order to supplement the main 
collection. 
For the Anti-Transect (opposite the Main Transect at the exposed south-
western end of Egmont) several quadrats were sampled at each of five 
depth Intervals from about 8m to 38m. 
7 
Main 
Transe 
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T5 
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Figure 3 o...... 
T7 T9 
Island 
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In addition, Transects I to 10 were set down at intervals around the 
atolf. For each of these ten transects, divers recorded the major 
coral growth forms at distances of 10m apart, beginning at a depth of 
3m or 6m, usually down as far as 45m. In alI cases random collections 
of corals were made below a depth of 24m to a maximum dpeth of about 
45m. For five of these transects collections were also made on the 
reef flat, and for Transect 6 also above 9m. Subsequently five further 
transects were positioned between the transects described above. 
Specimens (quadrat and random) were collected at a series of depths, 
usually from 8m down to 38m or 45m. Transect 9.5 (between Transects 9 
and 10) was sampled both inside and outside the false ridge (see Figures 
3a and 3b). 
Finally, there were about ten random collections made in the lagoon at 
various depths. Random samples were also collected from seven coral 
banks, and from seven coral heads between 3m and 8m, alI in the lagoon. 
AI I specimens were brought back to the expedition camp on South-East 
Island. A preliminary identification was given and specimens were 
label led individually with name and location, this information being 
recorded in the field log-book. Corals were then laid out to dry, and 
most of them were packed in boxes just prior to departure for 
transportation to Durham. 
In December, 1974 Dr. B. Rosen of the British Museum (Natural 
History) kindly examined the collection, and specimens were sorted 
into genera and species or species groups, as appropriate in 
the time available. A systematic check-! ist of the genera 
8 
and species Is presented In Appendix A, along with the records from 
the more recent Chagos Bank collection. 
On examination of the collection with reference to the field records 
It appeared that a good number of the specimens must have bean lost In 
transit, Including many of those from the valuable Main Transect. 
Furthermore, many of the labels on the specimens had either come adrift 
or rotted so that they were Illegible. It was hoped that such problems 
9 
might be overcome to some extent by relying on the data recorded In the 
field. To check the reliability of the field records, the collection· 
was examined for specimens still bearing labels with the original field 
Identifications. A list was drawn up to compare the field and laboratory 
identifications. Unfortunately, this revealed that the earlier 
Identifications were often inconsistent, and the names given might apply 
to a number of different coral types, sometimes to several genera. 
As many of the field records could not be relied upon, the remaining 
possibility was to use Information from labels still attached to specimens. 
Regrettably, It appeared that the only reasonably complete Information was 
for the deeper collections on Transects 2 to 10; plus the growth form 
profl les for these transects. 
Lists of specimens collected from Transects 2 to 10 below 24m, plus the 
collection above 9m on Transect 6, are given In Appendix B. <The reef 
f I. at data for these transects were InsuffIcIent In a I t cases. > There 
Is not a great deal to be learned from these data, but It would appear 
that even below 24m there Is a fairly high diversity of corals, for In 
these collections alone at least thirty genera are represented. A 
fuller discussion of coral distribution In relation to depth Is given 
In Chapter 3, with particular reference to the Chagos Bank data. 
Some of the profiles of the coral growth forms recorded for Transects 
I to 10 are presented in Figure 6, and these are also discussed in 
Chapter 3. 
It is unfortunate that there is very little useful information 
available for the Main Transect, for this detailed survey of the 
10 
richest part of the Egmont reefs might have yielded some interesting 
results. The loss of data I imited the scope of ecological and statistical 
work which cou I d be carried out by the author. 
SECTION II Coral Sampling on the Great Chagos Bank 
Most of the sampling on the Chagos Bank was carried out on the western 
side of the.Bank on the reefs surrounding the extant islands. Darwin 
(1842) remarked on the scarcity of living coral on the Great Chagos Bank; 
and Gardi'ner (1936) states that "the coral society ..•. is not generally 
either luxuriant or extensive." Observations made during the 1975 
expedition suggest that the majority of the Bank is not actively growing 
at present. But it seems that both seaward and lagoon reefs along the 
western sector of the Bank between Danger and the Three Brothers (and 
perhaps further north towards Nelson) have a good coverage of I iving coral, 
and could be said to be actively growing {Bellamy et aZ~ 1976). The 
richest coral growth was in the more sheltered areas, as was found at 
Egmont and at Aldabra (Barnes et aZ~ 1971 ). 
Transects were laid down on the seaward and lagoon areas of the 
western side, on the reefs surrounding the extant islands. The positions 
of the transects are marked on the map in Figure 4. The survey methods 
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were similar to those used for the Egmont Main Transect. Col lectlons 
were made from 2m x 2m quadrats by SCUBA dIvers, and samp I es were pI aced 
In bags (separate for each collection). Generally a random collection 
was made near each quadrat, at about the same depth, to collect corals 
which did not seem to be present In the corresponding quadrat collection. 
A photograph was taken of every quadrat before removal of any specimens. 
In total, 36 tra.nsects were surveyed, using 317 quadrat and random 
collections. The number of quadrats sampled for each transect varied 
from two to eight, but samples were generally taken from four or five 
depth intervals. The depths at which sampling was carried out varied, 
but collecting usually began at 3 or 6m, generally down to over 30m, and 
frequently as deep as 45m. Divers also made notes on the percentage 
cover of coral growth forms at various depths along the.transects, and 
these records were photographed when the divers returned to the shore. 
In addition, two further sets of specimens were collected, using 
dl.fferent survey methods. For the "minimal area" experiment, corals 
were collected from a depth of 12m off Middle Brother using 7 quadrats, 
each quadrat being twice the size of the previous one. For the "tram-
lines", specimens were collected along 10m line transects at Intervals 
from 9m down to 45m. Finally, there was a collection of "pristine" 
corals, very fine specimens representing 35 genera (but with no location 
data>. 
All specimens were brought back to the expedition camp where they were 
Identified and the information recorded In the field data book. The 
samples were then laid out to dry, the collections generally being kept 
II 
separate. Later, each collection was placed In a separate plastic 
bag, with a label stating depth and transect number In a separately 
sealed compartment at the top of each bag. The bags were then stored 
In crates and transported to Durham. 
When the corals arrived In Durham, the specimens were unpacked, each one 
was washed In running water, and all the "pristine" collection and some 
problem specimens we~ soaked In bleach to clean them further. Every 
specimen was labelled Individually according to location and depth. The 
specimens were then identified (by the author) to genera and species or 
species gnoups, as Dr Rosen had done for the Egmont colleCtion, using the 
fol I owl ng texts 
Wells (1956, 1966); Vaughan and Wells (1943); Pichon (1971); 
and with reference to the Egmont collection. 
The Identification was mostly to generic level only, partly because of 
the large number of specimens which had to be Identified within a few 
weeks, also because the author's somewhat limited knowledge of coral 
systematics did not usually go beyond an Identification to generic level. 
A systematic check-list of the corals so far Identified Is given In 
Appendix A, with notes on the Identifications and app~xlmate numbers of 
12 
each genus/species. In all, about 3930 specimens were received In Durham, 
though this number may be slightly exaggerated because of breakage of 
fragile specimens such as Pectlnllds and delicate A~OPG specimens • 
• 
Of this total, over 3850 were Scleractlnlan corals (the remainder being 
Tubi.pom 11fU.B'lca~ Hetiopom aoePU'tsa and hydrozoans). Table I Indicates 
the approximate numbers of corals In the various sub-orders, and theIr 
percentage contribution to the total Scleractl.nlan collection. 
TABLE I PROPORTIONS OF SCLERACTINIAN SUB-ORDERS IN THE CHAGOS 
BANK COLLECTION 
Sub-order 
ASTROCOEN I I NA 
FUNGI INA 
FAVIINA 
CARYOPHYLLI INA+ 
DENDROPHYLL II NA 
Number of 
specimens 
> 960 
> 1180 
> 1570 
> 130 
Approximate percentage 
of Scleractinian 
coli ection 
25% 
30% 
40% 
5% 
Lists were campi led to show which genera or species/species groups had 
occurred in the quadrat and random collections along the various 
transects. The author's I ists were then compared with the information 
initially re~orded during the expedition. 
In the end, about two-thirds of the data collected were used for 
further analysis. Table 2 indicates the numbers of transects sampled 
and collections made in various areas, as compared with the number of 
quadrat and random collections which could be included in discussion 
of the data. It turns out that the greatest loss of information is 
from transects carried out around the Brothers where half of the data 
have been abandoned. However, alI 36 transects have been represented 
in the collections further considered. 
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TABLE 2 NUMBER OF COLLECTIONS MADE IN VARIOUS AREAS ON WESTERN CHAGOS BANK, COMPARED WITH 
AMOUNT OF DATA WHICH COULD BE USED FOR FURTHER ANALYSIS 
Lagoon Seaward 
Around the Grande CEastern (Western Passe Diego 
Brothers Passe side) side) Jacques Garcia 
Number of transects samp I ed 16 5 7 6 I I 
Number of_ qUi5)drat and random 
collections 110 39 74 85 7 2 
Number of transects used for 
further ana I ys Is 16 5 7 6 I I 
Number of eollectlons used for 
further analysis 55 36 60 63 6 2 
Total 
36 
317 
36 
222 
The lo~s of one-third of the data was mostly caused by inadequate 
label I ing of the specimens. 
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SECTION Ill Preliminary analysis of data 
In soma of the more recent reef studies, attempts have been made to 
classify coral communities using the methods and concepts of plant 
sociology. This kind of app~ach has bean adopted In more general terms 
by Barnes et aZ (1971) and Rosen (1971a> for defining coral zones and 
assemblages. Jaubert .and Vasseur (1974) and Vasseur (1974) have used 
. .. 
such methods In the study of various communities In the reef environment, 
and Scheer has rigorously followed phytosoclologlcal procedure for 'describing 
coral associations <e.g. Scheer, 1971, 1974; Mergner and Scheer, 1974). 
It was hoped that a similar procedure might be adopted in the analysis of 
the Chagos Bank coral data though these are strictly In terms of the 
presence or absence of coral types. At Durham University a considerable 
amount of research has been carried out on plant communities, following 
the Zurlch-Mbntpellier method <Braun-Bianquet, 1951) with the aid of 
computer analysts. In particular, Or Wheeler has used available computer 
p~grams In conjunction with ancillary programs which he wrote himself. 
The Chagos data were computed using some of these programs, and for ITI)re 
details the reader should refer to Dr Wheeler's Ph.D. thesis. 
P~gram SHUFFLE (devised by Wheeler> allows a rapid and error-free means 
of re-ordering and re-writing the species-sample matrix. This p~gram 
can also be used to express in tabular form the results of numerical 
classifications. Various programs for n~merlcal clustering strategies 
are available In the CLUSTAN lA package (see Wishart, 1969). Wheeler 
has linked these with programs of his own to form a continuous system 
for numerical analysts which can be used to generate dend~grams and 
species-sample tables according to the classification produced. 
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Wheeler investigated the many clustering techniques available and compared 
the results with data sorted according to the traditional Braun-Bianquet 
table method. He concluded that Information Analysis and Ward's 
Analysis (see Ward, 1963) are the most satisfactory of the avai table 
procedures for the purposes of clustering phytosociological data. 
Therefore Ward's method was adopted for analysis of the Chagos Bank 
data. The system is arranged so that normal and inverse Ward's analysis 
of the same data set can be performed sequentially, so that in the final 
tab I e outputted both species and. samp I es have been c I ustered. 
The Ward's analysis of the coral data produced a most disappointing 
final SHUFFLE table, with almost no clustering of the aufnahmen (samples) 
or the genera/species. Dr Wheeler pointed out that computer analysis of 
highly variable data (such as those from Chagos) would be unlikely to 
yield very good results. In the end, the attempt to order the data 
according to the Braun-Bianquet hierarchical classification system had to 
be abandoned. Scheer (1974) admits that "it is difficult to fix 
characteristic species ahd to classify coral communities in associations", 
' but if sufficient data are avai !able, phytosociological methods could be 
extremely useful for describing and comparing different coral communities. 
Most of the subsequent computer ana I ys is vJas restricted to manua I 
rearrangement of the species/sample table using program SHUFFLE. (In 
addition, using further programs from the CLUSTAN package, species 
similarity coefficients were calculated, testing in pairs alI the most 
common genera and species. Preliminary observation suggested that 
certain coral types tended to occur together, e.g. Leptoseris 
and Pachyseris; Pavona clavus group and P. varians group. For 
reference, a I ist of the genera or species with similarity coefficients 
for the ten nearest neighbours is presented in Table 8, Appendix B. 
In manually rearranging the genera/species-sample table, an attempt was 
made to sort the cora I types and aufnahmtm Into groups, though obv fous I y 
these could only be poorly defined. An attempt was made to arrange the 
data according to exposure levels, but this was not found to be very 
fruitful, probably because most of the sites suffer a similar degree of 
exposure (see Chapter 3). In fact, the fauna seem to be evenly 
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distributed among the different locatl.ons sampled, In that all the common 
genera were found on most of the.transects. There are a few exceptions, 
for example, Leptosem and Patihysel'i.s were rarely found on lagoon-fact ng 
reefs, but this Is probably because they are more frequent In deeper 
water, and not many deep collections were made on the lagoon side. The 
same can be said for ~hyttia which, If found fn lagoon collections, 
occurred mostly In the vicinity of Passe Thomas, where a strong current 
flows through. (~hyttia has often been observed In shallower 
water In channels; this Is attributed to the effects of current and 
light attenuation.> It was found that the only clear patterns In the 
distribution of the corals were In relation to depth. If the samples 
are arranged In Increasing order of depth, certain of the genera can be 
grouped together as being more typical of certain depths. Occasionally, 
a sample from, for example, 12m might be better grouped with those from 
18m, but since the most obvious distribution patterns are according to 
depth, It was thought best to keep the samples arranged In approximate 
depth order. The results are given In Table 5 and discussed In 
conJunct I on w l.th other studIes In the fo I I owIng chapter. (PI ease note 
that Table 9 In Appendix B contains, for reference, a full record of the 
corals collected In every sample considered In analysis of the data.> 
I 
Perhaps a fuller identification of the Chagos corals to species level 
might yield a more fruitful sociological analysis. But some estimates 
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of cover by the different coral genera and species are also required. 
Photographs were taken of every quadrat, but the use of photographic 
records in coral studies is fairly limited, chiefly because identification 
of some coral types from photographs is impossible (see Loya, 1972). 
None of the transects studied at Chagos Bank was sampled in as much 
detai I as the Egmont Main Transect, and on some transects collections 
were made only at two or three depth intervals. Furthermore, data 
for the ful I range of depths sampled is available for only a few of 
the transects. For this reason, and because there were no striking 
differences between the different stretches of reef sampled, it was 
thought best to pool the data from alI the transects, in order to have 
as large a d~ta set as possible. Therefore, in the discussion in 
Chapter 3, Sections I I I - V, no distinction is drawn between lagoon, 
lee and seaward reefs, as such distinctions are not really valid for 
the Chagos Bank. Any conclusions drawn from the depth distribution 
of the Chagos corals must be taken to apply, in very general terms, to 
any type of reef; although discussion of the deepest zones may be more 
applicable to seaward reefs. 
CHAPTER THREE 
LOCAL DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS OF HERMATYPIC CORALS 
THE CHAGOS DATA COMPARED WITH OTHER STUD I ES 
SECTION I Factors affecting the distribution of hermatypic corals 
Hermatypic corals are restricted to the shallow waters of tropical 
zones. Before proceeding to any discussion of the Chagos corals 
data, some mention of the environmental factors which may affect coral 
distribution Is relevant. The principal factors are light, temperature, 
salinity, water turbulence and related effects of sedlmntatlon, nutrient 
supply, and oxygen and carbon dioxide levels. 
Temperature Temperature seems mostly to govern the 
geographical distribution of hermatypic corals, which will be considered 
In Chapter 4. Wells (1967) states that the minimum temperatures for 
reproduction are about 16°C, and 18°C for significant growth and reef 
development. The upper limit tolerated can be as high as 40°C. 
Temperature Is generally not Important In controlling local distribution 
patterns, for temperature ranges are usually well within the I lmlts for 
good growth. Regarding temperature change with depth, Wells (e.g. 1954, 
1967) has shown that even at 120m, beyond the range of most hermatypes, 
the temperature In the tropics Is usually around 24°C, well within 
their tolerance range. 
L I ght Th I s seems to be a major factor cont ro I II ng 
the depth distribution of hermatypic eorals, as they are generally 
restricted to shallower, Illuminated water. Table 3 shows the decline 
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in light intensity with depth, and very broadly speaking, coral species 
diversity drops off accordingly (Wells, 1954, 1957) (but see discussion 
in Section V). 
TABLE 3 DECLINE IN LIGHT INTENSITY WITH DEPTH IN CLEAR TROPICAL 
WATER (after Wei Is, 1967) 
Depth 
(m) 
20 
40 
60 
100 
Percentage surface 
i I I urn i nat ion 
35 
20 
13 
5 
All hermatypic corals contain within their tissues unicellular flagellate 
algae called zooxanthellae. Many of the experiments carried out on the 
dependence of corals on their zooxanthel lae have produced rather 
contradictory results. (For a review of nutrition in corals, see 
Muscatine, 1973.) The zooxanthel lae are active primary producers; some 
of their metabolic products are transferred to the host polyps. This may 
be more important in the case of smal I colonial polyps with high 
metabol ic·rates. Zooxanthel lae also act as nutrient conservers in that 
they accumulate host waste material (see below}. But corals also benefit 
from their carnivorous habits. Goreau et aZ (1971) emphasise the 
heterotrophic nutritional activities of reef corals, as indicated by 
their specialised carnivorous feeding, primarily on zooplankton 
(faci I itated by ci I iated currents and mucus and by direct transfer of 
prey by tentacles to the mouth), by their unspecial ised detritus 
feeding, and by direction uti I isation of dissolved or colloidal organic 
matter. Drew (1973) suggests that corals are adaptable organisms which 
may use the sources of nutrition avai !able in their particular area, 
11efficiently carnivorous where the water is turbid and relatively rich 
in zooplankton, but autotrophic on clear water reefs with I ittle 
plankton 11 • 
It does seem clear that zooxanthel lae are very important in causing 
corals to calcify at accelerated rates in the I ight, and the work of 
Goreau has contributed greatly to knowledge in this field. Goreau and 
Goreau (1959) used Ca45 to measure calcium uptake in thirteen hermatypic 
scleractinian species and two species of MiZlepora. Experiments were 
carried out underwater on shallow reefs off Jamaica, in conditions as 
similar as possible to the natural environment. They found that in 
alI cases, I ight intensity had a profound effect on coral growth rate. 
AI I corals deposited calcium fastest in sunlight, less rapidly in cloudy 
weather, and deposition was slowest in darkness. Bleached colonies 
Clacking zooxanthel lae) deposited calcium more slowly in the I ight 
than normal specimens (with zooxanthel lae) in the dark. 
Several mechanisms linking photosynthesis and calcification have been 
proposed. Probably the most acceptable hypothesis is that 
calcification is enhanced through the removal of carbon dioxide from the 
calcification site by photosynthesis and/or carbonic anhydrase (see, 
for example, Goreau, 1961 ). However, the exact reactior,s and the part 
played by zooxanthel lae are not fully understood, and Drew (1973) points 
out that the relationship between photosynthesis and calcification is 
not straightforward, since the reduction in the rate of calcification 
with depth is not as great as the reduction in photosynthesis and I ight 
intensity. 
That zooxanthel lae enhance calcification by removing metabolic waste 
(here C02 > remains an attractive theory, and Weber (1974) suggests 
that in this way, zooxanthel lae have allowed the high degree of phenetic 
variabi I ity displayed by reef-building corals. His arguments are based 
on studies of stable isotope ratio measurements of carbon and oxygen 
conta. i ned in the ske I eta I carbonate of a range of cora Is, the ske I eta I 
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carbonate being derived either from seawater bicarbonate ions or from 
carbon dioxide produced in respiration. Ahermatypes, he suggests, are 
restricted to relatively simple forms because of the difficulties in 
metabolic excretion of co2 (by diffusion) they would encounter with a 
more complex geometry. Hermatypes, however_, are not so confined, as 
"zooxanthe II ae, by removing metabo I i c waste products in sItu, I i berate 
the reef-building corals from restrictions on the range of coral lum 
configurations that their physiological status would otherwise impose''· 
Salinity The salinity tolerance of hermatypic corals 
probably I ies between 30 and 48 p.p.t. (Kinsman, 1964). In the open 
ocean salinity levels should be wei I within this range, and corals are 
unlikely to experience severe fluctuations in salinity (except in rare 
cases where heavy rainfal I coincides with an unusually low tide, thus 
lowering the salinity on the reef flat). 
Water turbulence Water turbulence seems to have a marked effect 
on coral distribution (see Section I I). The extremes wil I be the most 
ha rmfu I, for examp I e, mechan i ca I stress caused by strong surf or 
storms. In very sti I I water, there may be accumulation of sediment, 
which in extreme cases wi I I deprive many types of coral of a suitable 
substrate for attachment. Corals may also be subject to burial by 
sediment; branching forms may be less I ikely to suffer from this by 
virtue of their shape. Some massive forms seem to be fairly sediment-
tolerant, e.g. Porites; and PZatygyra ZameZZina (see Loya, 1972). 
Massive species resistant to sedimentation have apparently evolved some 
cleaning mechanism, perhaps mucus and ci I iary cleaning, as discussed by 
Marshal I and Orr (1931). Poor water circulation, especially in very 
enclosed lagoons, may have adverse effects on corals. This is probably 
more important for the removal of carbon dioxide than for replenishing 
the nutrient and oxygen supply (Stoddart, 1969). 
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SECTION II Distribution patterns of hermatypic corals In shallow 
water environments (above 5- 10m In depth) 
The maJority of the studies carried out in the Indo-Pacific have been 
confined to the reef flats or very shallow reef areas. 
studies are reviewed by Stoddart (1969, 1973). 
Some of these 
There is very little lnforiTIBtion on the shallower reef envlronrnent 
(above 3m) at the Chagos Bank or Egmont. From preliminary observations 
at Chagos Bank, it appears that the reef flats usually have very poor 
coverage of living coral, generally< 5%. The reasons for this are 
not known. It could be that at very low tide the reef flat may dry 
out, especially during hot weather. Further, It Is possible that if 
heavy rainfall (frequent In the Chagos area) coincides with low tide 
the salinity on the reef flat might be reduced to a critical level. 
In both cases, physiological damage to colonies on the reef flat could 
occur. (See Stoddart, 1969). Loya (1972) has recorded poor species 
d I vers f. ty and II vI ng cora I coverage at E I I at, where the reef fIat 
environment Is severe and unpredictable. Flshelson (1973> has noted 
at Eflat that massive species are more tolerant of desslccatlon than 
bush-shaped colonies. 
Figure 5 shows a typical profile of the reef flat and upper reef stope 
at Chagos Bank. The algal ridge varies In Its degree of development, 
and there are no groove-spur systems. No marine grass beds were 
observed although Cymodoaea <= Phat.assodend:lton> has been found at Diego 
Garcia (Stoddart, 1971a>. Significant coral growth usually begins at 
a depth of 2 - 3m . f n more she I tared areas, and at about 5m on a rrore 
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exposed reef. The pattern Is very similar for the Egmont seaward reefs, 
Beach rock, 
sand 
:.:.;.;;·:·:;:·f=~~~-~.-~-
Reef fIat 
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except that In sheltered sites the reef flat and upper few metres of 
the reef slope have a better living coral growth. 
Differences between windward, lee and lagoon reefs have often been 
observed, both In tenms of their morphology and the biota. However, 
no strl kl ng differ-ences were apparent be"tween the various reef areas 
studied a"t Chagos Bank, probably because they all s~ffer a fairly 
similar degree of exposure. Reefs on the western side of the section 
studied are exposed to the open ocean, but the westerly winds are not 
as severe as the Trades. Lagoon facing reefs are also fairly exposed, 
because the lagoon Is so large and not enclosed, and therefore does not 
offer a great deal of protection from the Trade winds. (The only 
exception Is the area Just east of Danger Island. Here on Transects 
28 and 42 shallow areas (< 12m deep), entirely dominated by species of 
Aozroporo, extended for several kilometres from the shore.) 
Little can be said about the distribution of coral fauna at Chagos Bank 
In the very shallow water since most of the data were collected below 
3 or 6m. Therefore the shallow environment will not be considered In 
great detail here, but some discussion Is ~nonetheless relevant. 
Water turbulence Is probably the most Important factor affecting coral 
distribution In shallower areas. As stated above, most of the coral 
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reef studies In the Indo-Pacific have concentrated on shallow environments; 
but until recently many of the records have been of a qualitative nature, 
and the approach taken by workers has varied greatly, especially 
regarding the features they have used to describe different reef areas. 
This has made It rather difficult to draw comparisons between the various 
reefs so far Investigated. 
Rosen (1971a) describes a pattern for the distribution of coral 
assemblages In shallow reefs around Mah~, Seychelles, and this Is 
further developed In a subsequent paper (1975) as a tentative scheme 
for the Indo-Pacific as a whole. The associations are named after the 
most conspicuous genus or family In each case, plus the calcareous algal 
ridge. They are distributed In response to a gradient in water movement 
In three directions : vertically; horizontally In terms of the aspect 
(I.e. whether the windward or lee side of the reef); and horizontally 
In relation to the line of the reef edge (se~Rosen, 1975, Figure 3). 
The calcareous algal ridge occurs In the most turbulent area, and there 
ls a progression In the three directions through the Pooit~ra~ 
Awop~,;,··~~, and Fav I I d ( + Muss f d > assemb I ages, to the Pol'i tes 
assemblage In the stillest water. The assemblages may intergrade; and 
the full range might not be present within a single reef or reef area, 
due, for example, to insufficient space or variety of conditions for 
them to develop. 
Although the scheme Is related to the strength of water movement, 
several factors may be Involved, though there are not many experimental 
data to~hteh might help to clarify the reasons for such a distribution. 
Mechanical stress Is probably most Important In the region of the algal 
ridge, and the Pocittopo~, and perhaps the Aoropo~ assemblages. At 
the other extreme, Porites probably flourishes because It Is a highly 
tolerant genus, able to withstand such effects as sedimentation, poor 
nutrient supply etc, which may be associated with poor water circulation. 
In the Intermediate areas there Is probably much competition for space, 
especially between the branching forms and the Fevllds and Mussl.ds. 
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Although Rosen's scheme is a very general one, for which there may be 
many exceptions, this kind of approach Is very useful. In the past 
too many studies have been carried out in isolation, with little attempt 
to link observations with findings in other areas. 
There is little Information from the Chagos Bank or Egmont which might 
be compared with the above pattern (exca,t possibly for the lower end 
of Rosen's vertical component). But in the absence of any contradictory 
evidence, It seems fair to assume that the scheme may apply at least In 
part, though the full range of water movement conditions Is unlikely to 
be present. 
SECTION Ill Coral Distribution patterns In the deeper water 
environment (mostly below 5m In depth) 
<Terms such as "shallow" and "deep" are relative! In Sections Ill 
and IV of this chapter the following definitions are applied for 
convenience : 
Shallow = 3 - 12m; Intermediate • 12m- 27m; Deep = below 27m ) 
As stated in Section Ill of the preceding chapter, the most obvious 
parameter to which one can relate any patterns In the distribution of 
the Chagos corals Is depth. Table 4 presents a SHUFFLE with the aujnahmsn 
(both quadrat and random) ordered In six depth classes from 3m to 45m. 
It Is Immediately clear from the SHUFFLE that practically no genus Is 
restricted to only one or two depth classes, and most can be found over 
a wide range of depths. However, a fair number of the genera and species 
do seem to occur more frequently at certain depths. The pattern Is 
TABLE 4 SHUFFLE WITH SAMPLES ORDERED IN SIX DEPTH CLASSES 
FROM 3m- 45m 
Top half of table corals exhibi-ting some zonation with depth 
Below corals apparently showing no zonation, and corals which 
are too rare to place. 
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clearest for the s~al lowest (3-6m) and the deepest areas (33- 45m), 
where a more limited range of coral types tends to be found. Of the 
corals which seem to exhibit some zonation with depth, those types 
frequently occurring in the shallowest water seem to be rare or absent 
in the deepest areas, and vice versa. At depths of 9 or 12m to about 
30m there does appear to be some transition, with the shallow types 
gradually becoming less frequent and apparently giving way to the 
intermediate and finally to the ·deeper water corals. But the pattern 
is not distinct and at alI these intermediate depths a broad range of 
coral types is represented. 
Any conclusions which might be drawn about the depth distribution of the 
corals at Chagos must be based solely on the numbers of occurrences of 
corals at various depths. Moreover, the author wishes to emphasise 
that while corals may exhibit zonation with respect to depth, the 
actual depths at which such zones may occur wi I I vary according to 
local conditions, principally I ight. 
To clarify any trends emerging in Table 4 some of the data have been 
re-arranged in Table 5. In creating this table only the data from 
quadrat collections have been used. The random samples have not been 
included because for these, collections were only made of those corals 
not appearing in the corresponding quadrat, hence many specimens were 
deliberately omitted. In Table 5 a species or genus is only marked 
where it occurs in at least 15% of the quadrats in that depth class. 
It is also indicated if a coral type occurred in 25 - 50%, or in more 
than 50% of the quadrat samples at that depth. 
27 
The II ml tat Ions of the tab I e shou I d be· mentIoned. There is a bias 
agaInst I ess common genera or t>t . specIes 1 f they happen to occur 
roore In the random than· In the quadrat samples, e. g. Hydnophoroa; and 
the shallowest occurrences of Symphytti.a. Also, a coral will not be 
included If It occurs only now and again at various depths, but Is not 
prominent In any one depth class. The table does help to Improve the 
pattern suggested by the SHUFFLE by omitting odd occurrences of corals 
outside their usual depth classes; and excluding, of course, the very 
rare ones. 
It Is again clear (from Table 5) that many genera are widely 
distributed In relation to depth, and some are very comroon through 
several depth classes. But from the degree of shading it is more 
readily apparent which genera or species groups are the most abundant 
within certain depth classes. It Is hard to pick out any genera as 
28 
being definite "markers" for certain depths. However, the distribution 
of Aomporoa spp. type I, Leptol'ia~ HeZi.opom aos:ru'Lsa and Stytophom · cf. 
mol'da:x: ( + Sty ZophoN spp) Is certaIn I y concentrated In water not deeper 
than 12m. Genera such as Cycil.osezti.s~ LBptosezti.s~ and Cosai.nam.ea are 
common only below about 27m; and though Paohyse~~ LeptOsezti.s? 
myaetoseroides group and the Pectlnllds are often present at lesser 
depths, they are clearly most Important In the deepest collections. 
Several genera occur mostly at Intermediate depths, e.g. "Agazoi.ai.ella"~ 
Gon{.opoPa. CyphastNa and OuZophytl.ia. 
A more detailed Identification of the material from Chagos might well 
Improve the depth zonation patterns suggested. Regrettably, It was 
quite Impossible to Identify such a large number of specimens to species 
level In the course of this short study. 
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Unfortunately, there are few studies of depth distribution In the 
Indian Ocean with which the Chagos data might be compared. The best 
records seem to be from the Red Sea (Loya and Slobodkln, 1971), Aldabra 
(Sames et al., 1971), and the Maldives (Wells and Davies, 1966). The 
usual depth distributions of a number of genera and species as observed 
In the four localities are compared In Table 6. It should be borne In 
mind that the level of Identification Is not always th~ same; that 
different types of reef are being compared; that sampling methods were 
not always the same; and that the Aldabra data are based on one detailed 
transect only, while Chagos data are from many transects. 
The depth data from the four studies are In some cases In agreement, 
In others rather discordant. In all cases styZophDN moztda:l: and 
Leptozti.a/Leptoria phl"ygi.a are shallow water species. Species with some 
range, but occurring mostly In shallow or shallow and medium areas, Include 
Ga:Z=sa fasoiautaPi.s~ Poai.U.opozta eydou:x:i.~ Eahtnopom gBmlfltlDea and 
Parna stel.UgeN. The genus AaJIIOPON occurs over a wide depth range 
but mostly commonly In shallower water. Monti.pom and Pozai.tes are 
found from shallow through to fairly deep water, likewise Ptatygy~ 
P"tatygyN l.amsl.l.tna (except for the Maldives record). Leptoseris spp, 
Leptose'Z"i.s? myaetosel'Oi.des group and Cosai.naztaea do occur at IntermedIate 
depths, but particularly ,J:nif!,d$Qp:::water. 
The most striking anomaly In Table 6 concerns the depth at which 
"AgtZI"loi.el.l.a" pondemsa Is likely to be found. At Aldabra the records 
suggest that It Is a deep water species, but Its optimum depth range in 
the Ellat study was found to be above 6m. Chagos records for the genus 
"Agtl'l'i.ate'tl.a" are mostly from Intermediate depths. While at Chagos 
Paohyse~s and the Pectlnllds do occur at Intermediate depths, they are 
TABLE 6 COMPARISON OF THE DEPTH RANGES OF SOME GENERA AND SPECIES FROM FOUR LOCALITIES 
(In this table shallow= 0- 12m; medium= 12- 27m; deep = 27- 50m) 
GENUS OR SPECIES 
StdZophora mor~~ 
Pocitlopora eydouxi 
Acropora 
Astrecpora 
Montipora 
Pavona variar ... ~ 
Pavona clavus 
Leptose:ris 
Leptose:ris? mycetoseroides 
"AgcricieZZa" ponderosa 
Pachyse:ris 
Cosair.araea 
Porites 
RED SEA ALDABRA 
Fringing reef at El lat Sheltered reef front 
of elevated atol I 
8 spp : 2 prominent 
shai low to 50m; rest 
sha I I ow on I y 
Shallow 
Range varies for 
individual spp, but 
genus present from 
sha I I o~~ to deep 
Shallow 
Sha I low 
25 - 50m 
Sha I low 
10- 30m 
Medium and deep 
Sha I I ow to deep 
Shallow 
Shallow and medium 
4 spp, ai I shallow 
Range to 35m, but 
mostly shai low 
As for Red Sea 
Medium and fairly 
deep 
FaIrly deep 
Deep 
Mostly medium, some 
fairly deep 
Mostly shallow and 
medium 
MALDIVES 
At Gan, Addu Atol I 
Mostly lagoon but some 
seaward collections 
CHAGOS BANK 
IDENTIFICATION 
Shallow S. of mordax and similar 
Styl-ophora spp 
Sha I low P. of eydouxi 
18 spp : some medium, Acropora 
most sha I I ow 
Sha I I ow and med I urn Astreopora 
From sha I I ow to 27m Montipora 
Shai low and medium P. va~:ans group 
Shai low an~ medium 
Medium and fairly 
deep 
Shallow and medium 
Medium 
Sha I I ow to deep 
P. al-avus group 
Leptoseris 
L.? nPJeetoseroides 
group 
"Aga:riaiel-Za" 
Paahyse:ris 
Cosainaraea 
Porites 
CHAGOS BANK 
Seaward and Lagoon reefs 
of partially drowned 
atoi I 
Mostly shallow, some 
medium 
Shallow and rredium 
Son-e range; rrostly 
shallow and medium 
Wide range, but mostly 
medium 
Abundant to 1·ai r·ly deep 
water 
Wide range, especial !y 
medium and fai•ly deep 
As P. varians group 
Deep 
Wide range, mostly 
medium and deep 
Med i urn 
Medium and especially 
deep 
Deef 
Abundant sha I I ow to deep 
TABLE 6 (Continued) 
GENUS OR SPECIES 
Favia favus 
Favia paUida. 
Favla steUigera 
Favites pentagona. 
Favi.tes abdita 
Favites virens 
PZatygyra ZameZZina 
Leptoria phrjgia 
Leptastrea 
Echinopora gen;macea 
GaZax~a fascicular-is 
Acanthastrea echinata 
Synrpl;yZZia 
!::chinophyUia c:sper4.; 
f·fycedium tubifex 
Mycediwn tenu.icostatum 
RED SEA 
Fringing reef at El !at 
Sha !low 
Shallow 
Deep 
Sha I I ow to deep 
Sha I low 
From shallow to deep 
Shallow 
Sha I I ow to deep 
Shallow 
Shallow 
Sha I I ow to deep 
Lower part of shed I ow 
range 
Medium and deep 
MALDIVES 
At Gan, Addu Atol I. 
ALDABRA 
Sheltered reef front 
of elevated atol I Mostly lagoon but some 
seaward col lectlons 
Shallow to fairly deep 
Sha I I ow and med I urn 
Shallow to fairly deep 
Sha I low 
Shallow to deep, mostly 
med I urn 
Shallow 
Sha !low 
Shallow 
Medium 
Shallow and medium 
Sha I low 
Shallow 
Sha I low 
Mostly shallow and medium 
Most I y sha I I ow and rned I urn Shallow 
Lower part of medium 
range, and to 33m 
Medium 
Medium 
Both spp rnedlum 
to fairly deep 
Medium 
Shallow and rnedlum 
Shallow end medium 
Medium 
CHAGOS BANK 
IDENTIFICATION 
} 
Favia 
taZZida/f:;.vus group 
F. steZZigera 
F. pentagona group 
} 
Favites 
Uirenf/abdita group 
PZatygyra 
Leptoria 
Leptastrea 
E. cf. gerrmacea 
G.cf. fascicuZa;~s 
Acanthastrea 
SymphyZZia 
Pectiniids, mostly 
EchinophyZZia and 
Mycediwn 
CHt\GOS BANK 
Seaward and lagoon reefs 
of partially drowned 
atoll 
Shallow to quite deep 
Shallow and medium 
Wide range, especial ~y 
shallow and medium 
Shallow and rPadium 
Shallow to fairly deep 
Shallow 
Wide range, shai l0v1 to dee;:; 
Sha II ow a rod med i urn 
Sha I I ow and some mcd i um 
Shallow and medi urn 
Wide range, mostly medium 
Medium anfi especially d<:Jep 
most Important In deeper water; the records for their distribution 
at the other sites are rather variable. No explanation can be offered 
at this stage for the differences In the optimum depth range of some of 
the genera and species at the four localities. Some of the differences 
might be due to insufficient sa~llng or different methods used, or 
there may be genuine variations due to local environmental conditions 
and the relative abundance of genera and species In different places. 
Welts (1954) presents a detailed account of the distribution of corals 
at Bikini Atoll. This study provides data from greater depths than 
those referred to above (but no dredging was carried out on the seaward 
slope above 18m). Wells defines three broad zones; the Echinopl~ZZia 
zone from 18- 91m; the LeptoseFls zone from 91 - 146m; and below this 
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the SaZ.Szthet:la-Dtmdrophy'LU.a zone. In the upper part of the Eahi.nophy'tl:la 
zone are several species also occ.urrlng on the surface reefs. Not 
recorded In surface collections, but abundant In this zone, are 
Echinophyttia aspezo:a, and O:r:ypoN Zacezta. Other species peculiar 
to thIs zone I net ude PachysePi.s speoi.osa# CyaZossns vaughani.# and certaIn 
species of AOl'OpON# MontipoN., Pontes., Favia and Psarrtmc;DOm (P'tesi.osens). 
The LQptoas~ zone Is clearly beyond the range of optimum growth of 
hermatypes. In this zone are found a few stragglers from the zone above, 
but the most common coral Is Leptose~ (not found on surface reefs), of 
which several species are represented. Other species recorded only In 
thIs zone Inc I ude Montipozta gl'Q71Ulosa and Coaai.na.Nea ostNasfoms. 
The Sa7.eztheti.a-Dtmdrophy1,1,ia zone seems to be ahermatypIc. 
Rosen (1971b) discusses the distribution of coral genera In the Indian 
Ocean. In addition to a table presenting records for total fauna 
(Irrespective of depth), he gives records for 18- 9tm19t- 146m, and 
below 146m, in accordance with Wei Is' zones for Bikini. Several 
genera are much more conspicuous in the 18 - 91m zone than in the 
total fauna, such as cyaZoseris~ Paahyseris~ Leptoseris and 
Cosainaraea. Genera also notably higher in this table than in the 
total fauna are EahinophyZZia~ Oxypora and MYaedium. Little 
information is available for depths below 91m in the Indian Ocean, but 
occurrences of Leptoseris~ cyaZoseris~ Paahyseris and Cosainaraea 
have been reported. 
The Chagos data (collected by SCUBA divers and not by dredging) do no:.go 
beyond about 45m. It has already been pointed out that the genera 
Leptoseris~ CyaZoseris~ Cosainaraea~ and Pectini ids (mostly EahinophyZZia 
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and MYaedium) are most abundant between 27m and 45m, and Leptoseris and 
Cosainaraea rarely occur at lesser depths. These records are wei I supported 
by the data presented by Wei Is and Rosen, i.e. that such genera are most 
conspicuous at depths beyond the optimum range of many other hermatypes. 
Maragos (1973) carried out a detailed transect survey of a Pacific leeward 
ocean reef at Fanning Island, using a lm x lOOm contiguous transect. He too 
found that corals such as EahinopftyZZia~ ·Leptoseris~ Leptoseris? myaetoseroides 
(and certain species of Pavona) were among those typical of deeper water, 
occurring only below a depth of 18m. 
At Bikini Wei Is found that the EahinophyZZia zone was succeeded by the 
Leptoseris zone and finally by the ahermatypic zone. The Chagos Bank 
records indicate that Pectiniids, Paahyseris and Leptoseris are abundant 
together from 27m downwards, and the ahermatypic DendrophyZZia occurs 
alongside these genera. It seems that here the deeper water genera are 
not as distinctly zoned as at Bikini, though nothing can be said about 
their distribution at depths below about 45m. 
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SECTION IV Discussion 
Not a great deal can be added about the depth distribution of the 
corals at Chagos. Other studies, for example those mentioned above 
at Aldabra (Barnes et at, 1971) and at Eltat (Loya and Slobodkln, 1971; 
Loya, 1972) and Pichon's work at Madagascar (1964), suggest that there 
Is a succession of more or less distinct zones down the reef front, 
typified by certain marker species (not necessarily the same marker 
types In different localities). From the Chagos data In Table 5, 
and the preceding discussion, It appears that some genera or species 
groups occur more frequently at certain depths. Beyond this, however, 
It Is not possible to describe very definite zones with marker species. 
A fuller Identification to species tevet might help; but more data on 
the abundance and cover of the corals Is required. Only limited 
deductions can be made from records which are purel.y In terms of the 
presence or absence of corals. 
Some data are available fMOm Egmont on t~e degree of cover of various 
coral growth fonns down the reef front <Ft gure 6). There Is much 
lntergradatlon of the zones and some forms (e.g. encrusting) may occur 
throughout. But very generally there Is a progression through branching 
and brain forms In shallower areas, to bracket forms In deeper water, which 
where the hermatypic cover declines are replaced by Gorgonlans and 
Dtmdmphy'LUa. Similar data were cot lected during the Chagos Bank 
expedition, and though these were not available In time for Inclusion 
In th.ls report, the same trends seem to emerge (Bellamy et at, 1976). 
Barnes et at ( 1971 ) report the same zonatIon of growth forms at AI dab ra. 
However, this can only be accepted_ as a very general scheme, and there 
are often exceptions (for example, In the studies cited In the previous 
paragraph). 
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Reasons for zonation of coral growth forms and the dl strl butlon of 
coral genera and species down the reef front can only very tentatively 
be suggested. Branching forms seem to be dominant In the shallowest 
water (and are very generally succeeded further down by massive forms). 
This Is probably due to the effects of wa~er turbulence as proposed In 
fbsen's scheme. The very lowest zone Is ahermatypic, presumably 
because the reduction In radiant energy excludes hermatypes. Corals 
occurring Just above the ahermatypic zone are mostly those with thin, 
flattened coralla. Because of the reduced calcification rates at 
greater depths, corals can only produce thin, fragile skeletons; the 
flattened form will also allow the colony to receive as much as possible 
of the available light. 
Perhaps the coral forms in the very shallow turbulent areas and the 
poorly Irradiated deeper zones are particularly suited to such conditions. 
But In the Intermediate zones the environment should be favourable for 
many types of coral, and the reasons for any distribution patterns are 
more obscure. Here Lang's study <1973) of Interspecific aggression 
between corals Is relevant. The most aggresslve species are slow-
growing massive or encrusting members of the Favllna. They use their 
aggressive Interactions as a defence against overgrowth by more rapidly 
expanding ramose and foliose corals. The stronger aggressors extrude 
the I r mesentera I f I I aments over the I r weaker neIghbours and d I sso I ve 
those tissues within reach by extracoelenterfc forms of digestion. 
A definite hierarchy exists between different species; some of the 
weakest aggressors are the foliose Agarlcllds. 
Far more data are required before any very detailed account of the 
reasons for coral zonation can be given. There seems to be a similar 
succession of growth fonns down the reef front on many reefs. But 
some of the zones described In terms of definite species or genera do 
not necessarily correspond; and the species dominant In zones 
apparently analogous (e.g. In terms of coral forms and depth) may not 
be the same. The data In Table 6 suggest that there are genuine 
differences In different areas between the optimum depth ranges of 
certain genera and species. All such variation cannot be attributed 
solely to differences In sampling methods, There may be genuine 
zoogeographical differences; or a range of local differences In reef 
morphology, and the prevailing environmental conditions may be 
responsible. Many more studies of zonation patterns In relation to 
depth are required, with accompanying data on the local environment, 
before any definite trends In species distribution down the reef front 
(especially at Intermediate depths) can be established, or the reasons 
for any differences accounted for. 
SECTION V Changes In coral diversity with depth 
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Wells (1967) states that while there Is no definite lower bathymetric 
It ml t for henmatyp I c cora Is, I OOm Is the I ower II ml t of any sIgn If I cant 
contribution to reef building. By 50m the number of species has been 
halved, and at lOOm the number of species Is about I~ of the surface 
f lgure. 
As stated above, the reduction of diversity with depth cannot be 
attributed to change In temperature, for this remains well within the 
tolerance range of hermatypic corals to well below lOOm. Light seems 
to be the cont~lllng factor, and Wells (1957) has shown that reduction 
of coral diversity follows very closely the curves for the decrease In 
Illumination and radiant energy with depth. In his Bikini study (1954) 
Wells plots of the numbers of both genera and species against depth, 
distinguishing between surface and non-surface hermatypic corals, and 
ahermatypic kinds. On the seaward slope the number of species d~ps 
very sharply between the surface and 27m, though such a rapid decrease 
may be due to insufficient sampling between 18 and 75m. as the species 
diversity changes less rapidly on the lagoon slope. 
Sampling methods certainly Influence diversity records. For examp I e, 
Rosen (1975) compares figures for the Southern Maldives where there has 
been little dredglng{but much collecting has been done by SCUBA divers 
to about 30 or 40m)wlth the Bikini area where non-surface data have been 
) 
collected chiefly by dredging. In the former case, the generic diversity 
Is very high above about 30m, but decreases rapidly below this depth. 
At Bikini, the diversity Is much lower In the uppermost 30m, but declines 
slowly with a long deep-water "tail", so that between about 30 and 180m 
the diversity is much higher than at the Southern Maldives. 
The relationship between light attenuation and coral diversity may not be 
as simple as Wells' work has suggested. At Ell at, Loya ( 1972> has found 
that there Is a successive Increase In species diversity to a~und 30m, 
with about twice as many species recorded at this depth than from very 
sha I I ow water. (The attenuation of light with dopth at Ellat Is very 
similar to that at Bikini.) Loya and Goreau observed a similar pattern 
on Jamaican reefs (unpublished data, but see Loya, 1972) where the species 
diversity decreased only below 40m. 
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Although there are few diversity data from Aldabra (Barnes et at, 1971) 
the number of species on Transect I was greatest between 12 and 33m, with 
a maximum of 19 species at 27m. Table 7 lists the numbers of genera and 
s~bgeneN:P collected at various depths on the Chagos Bank expedition. In 
compiling this table, the number of collections used from each depth var.led. 
But though more data were available from IBm, the greatest genertc diversity 
Is at 24m, with 44 genera recorded. 
Only eleven collections were used from a depth of 45m, but here 27 genera 
were recorcjed, compared with 24 genera at 3m. The 3m. and 24m collections 
have only 15 genera In common. No data are available below 45m, though 
It seems I lkely that the diversity continues to decline below this depth. 
TABLE 7 NUMBERS OF HERMATYPIC GENERA RECORDED AT VARIOUS DEPTHS 
AT CHAGOS BANK 
Number of Number of hermatypIc 
Depth (m) collections genera recorded 
3 17 24 
6 22 29 
12 24 28 
18 38 35 
24 29 44 
30 27 38 
45 II 27 
Data from several sources show that diversity Cln terms of species or 
genera) may Increase from the surface to between 25 and 40m. It seems 
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that radiant energy and light Intensity may have a critical effect on 
coral diversity only below a certain depth (which may vary from reef to 
reef according, for example, to turbidity). Loya (1972) found that 
though species diversity at Ellat Increased with depth, the average colony 
size of many species decreased, this curve following the same pattern as 
the light Intensity curve (except on the reef flat>. Clearly, further 
study Is required of the effects of light (especially the different wave-
lengths) on corals and their zooxanthellae, before the distribution of 
corals with light and depth can be explained. 
CHAPTER FOUR 
CORAL DISTRIBUTION, AND DIVERSITY PATTERNS IN THE INDO-PACIFIC; 
AND DIVERSITY ON CHAGOS REEFS 
SECTION I Coral Diversity In the Indo-Pacific 
The coral fauna of the Indo-Pacific Is remarkably homogeneous, at 
least In terms of Its generic composition. In this chapter, 
reference wHI be made to generic distribution only, because the 
confusion surrounding coral systematics at species level does not 
allow a·meaningful discussion of species distribution. Wells Cl954) 
plotted diversity contours for the Indo-Pacific region, and found that 
these corresponded quite well with lsocrymes, I.e. lines of equal 
minimum surface water temperature. The greatest number of genera 
0 0 occurs within the 25 C Isotherm, and especially In the 2.8 C areas. 
The diversity declines radially from the rich central strip In a fairly 
regular pattern, and "In all the peripheral areas the same genera drop 
out In the same manner, and the remaining peripheral faunas are [with 
few exception~ of the same composition and Include only genera a·tso 
found more centrally ••••• There is no generic difference between 
a fauna from one extreme geographical situation and one from another 
within the same temperature range." 
Further confirmation of temperature-related diversity patterns has been 
provided In subsequent papers, e.g. Stehll and Wells (19'71) for the 
Indo-Pacific and Atlantic, and Rosen (1971b) for the Indian Ocean. 
Rosen also plotted generic diversity against minimum prevailing 
surface water temperature, and there Is some suggestion of a smooth-
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curve relationship with a peak around 28 - 30 C. Temperature 
controls distribution chiefly In terms of the minimum temperature 
required for reproduction <Yonge, 1940). There are few data 
aval table, but the lowest tolerated for repnoductlon seems to be about 
16°C (Wells, 1967). Presumab t-v·, the ml n imum temperature requl rements 
vary, and genera occurring in the peripheral regions are more tolerant 
than those restricted to central, warmer areas. 
From the maps of Stehli and Wells there seem to be three high diversity 
centres, situated in the western part of each ocean ' the caribbean 
and the Indonesian-western Pacific foci, and the western Indian Ocean 
focus (which may be superficial, see below>. As Is well-known, the 
fauna of the Atlantic and the Indo-Pacific regions are quite distinct; 
they have only five genera In common, and only A~opo~ and Po~tes 
are abundant In both areas. The highest diversity in the Indo-Pacific 
Is at least 50% higher than that In the Atlantic. It Is of Interest 
that the hl.gh diversity centres seem to occur just north of the equator, 
as the thermal equator (In terms of the mean annual sea surface 
temperatures) lies well to the north of the geographic equator. This 
suggests that te~erature Is a more Important factor In the geograph I ca I 
distribution of corals than the avallabl llty of light for the zoo-
xanthellae, which should be optimal at the equator (Stehli and Wells, 
1971 ) • 
The thermal gradient latitudinally across the oceans Is relatively 
small, and the higher diversity In the westerly regions of the oceans 
Is attributed to the action of oceanic currents which flow predominantly 
from east to west. Thus, the spread of coral planulae ln.an easterly 
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direction Is Inhibited. But the lack of Islands and shallow areas 
In the eastern parts of the oceans must also Influence coral 
distribution, since here there will be a smaller area of habitat 
favourable for coral growth (Stehll and Wells, 1971). 
Diversities differing from those predicted by the general model may 
be due to Insufficient sampling In some areas. But some of the 
anomalies require other explanations. For example, Wells (1954) 
draws attention to the northerly shift of a high diversity contour 
from the Phllllpines towards Japan, well Into the J5°C lsothenn. 
This he attributes to the effect of the strong Kuroshio Current, 
carrying the planulae of genera usually found only In warmer areas. 
The Agulhas Current may have a similar, though less marked, effect 
In the South African area (Rosen, 197Jb). The higher salinity and 
temperatures, and greater temperature range, In areas such as the 
Persian Gulf and the Red Sea, may together act to reduce diversity 
(Rosen, 1971b). 
Stehll and Wells ( 1971) also detennlned the 11average generic age 11 of 
a number of stations, an "old" area being defined as one with a high 
proportion of genera with a long geological record, and vice VeFaa 
for a "young" region. Their youngest areas correspond with the two 
main high diversity centres, and they conclude "that evolution Is 
procedlng rapidly In regions of high diversity and that newly evolved 
genera extend their ranges over a considerable period of time Into 
peripheral regions." The youngest average generic ags found In the 
Pacific Is half that of the youngest Atlantic region, and they suggest 
that evolution has been proceeding twice as fast In the Indo-Pacific 
as In the Atlantic. 
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Rosen (1975) has pointed out that the evolutionary centres defined 
by Stehll and Wells coincide with areas of crustal Instability, 
though data on the distribution of past coral faunas are required 
before any definite relationship can be established. 
In general , the mode I suggested by ~Je I Is ( 1954) of a centra I h lgh 
diversity region with a successive radial decrease In diversity away 
from the focu.s seems to hold good. There are, In fact, fringe fauna 
associated with certain regions, and sub-provinces might be defined. 
There will not be discussed, except to mention that the genera 
SidsMBtNa11 Anomastl-ea, Ctanetla (and perhaps "Agazt'ltrl.eUa 1' and 
GyJtoamll.·U:> are confined to the western part of the Indian Ocean. 
(But''SideNSt:rea also occurs In the Atlantic.) Whether there Is a 
true high diversity centre In the western Indian Ocean has yet to be 
confirmed. The number of genera found In this region now approeches 
that recorded In the I ndones I en - west Pac I fIe focus, and there may be 
a contlrauous high diversity belt across the Indian Ocean. But little 
sampling has been carried out In the eastem Indian Ocean, and unt,tl 
more data are ave I lab I e from th I s reg I on the p rob I em must rema I n 
unsolved. 
SECTION II 
---
01 vers I tr on Chagos Reefs 
Rosen C 1971 c) has presented a check- II st of corals from the Chagos 
Archipelago, based on three collections : the collection of G.C. Bourne 
from Diego Garcia In 1885; that of J.S. Gardiner et at made during the 
Percy Sladan expedition, 1905; and that of J.D. Taylor from Diego 
Garcia In 1967. Rosen reports a total of 54 genera and sub-genera, 
of which 42 are hermatypic Scleractlnlans. 
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A check- II st of cora Is so far IdentIfIed from the recent EgnDnt and 
Chagos Bank collections may be found In Appendix A. At least ~ 
Scleractinlan genera and sub-gene,ra are represented, Including 5f 
hermatypic genera. The non-Scleractlnlans 2Ubipo~ musioa~ 
llsl:topom (J()B%' ;uwa and various hydrozoans were also collected. 
These recent collections contain many new records .(but as the 
Identifications are not complete, discussion will be In terms of 
genera only). The +h'irte8n-hennatyplc genera not previously recorded 
Inc I ude P8Q1'1'81l0110M (PZesi.oser'i.s) ~ Cosainal'QBa~ lioZ'astr'sa~ MsPUtincz. 
Cyolosszrls, PhysogyN and four Pec:tlnlld genera. There are also 
new rec ords for s I x ahennatyp I c genera, I nc I ud I ng Tubastziea and 
OUlangi.a. Several genera were previously known only from sight 
records; the recent collections now confirm the presence of 
Ser>iatopom~ Atveopom and Euphyz:ti.a on the Chagos reefs. 
Only three genera (all sight records) from Rosen's check-list haye 
not been found In the latest collections. These are the ahermatypic 
FUngiacyathus and ~m~ dredged by Gardiner et at from deeper 
water; and Side~trsa. It Is unfortunate that Si.der'aswsa has not 
been Identified from the recent material. This genus Is one of the 
few genera oonunon to both the West Indies and the h•do-Pacl fie, and 
Its distribution In the Indo-Pacific region Is confined to the western 
Indian Ocean. 
Several genera from the Egmont and Chagos Bank collections are 
particularly noteworthy. The rare genus ettmsZ.l.a has so far been 
recorded only from Chagos and Saya da Malha. (Pichon's (1964) record 
of CteneZ.Za from Madagascar has turned out to be GyR>sl11i.U.a (Personal 
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communication), an obscure genus of limited distribution.) But 
Ctenetta is certainly not uncommon In the Chagos area. A good many 
specimens of "AgaP~Zta" were also collected during the recent 
expeditions. This Is an Agariciid closely allied to LeptoseFis and 
Pavona (PotyastFa). It certainly deserves generic or subgenerlc 
status and a redescription Is urgently required. "Agari.oi.eZta''' 
seems to occur mostly In the western Indian Ocean, but there has been 
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some confusion with P. (PoZyastra). (See Rosen, 1971b; Ma, 1937). 
other less common genera found In the Chagos Include OUtophyttia and 
P'Lerogym:~ and the newly recorded Pavona (Potyastra)# P. (PseuiioaotU11'1n-
as~a) and Physogym. HoPastpea~ a genus recently described by 
Pichon < 1971) appeared In both the Egmont and Chagos Bank coUectlons. 
In the past It may have been confused with other Slderastrelds such as 
Cosoinam.ea. Prior to the Chagos record, It has been found only In 
the southwest Indian Ocean, where It Is fairly common. 
In generic terms at least, the Egmont and Chagos Bank collections 
broadly overlap, and over 85% of the total hermatypic genera occur tn 
both collections. Rosen (1971c) gives the numbers of genera and 
species recorded at different Chagos atolls, with 29 hermatypic genera 
recorded at Salamon compared with only 16 at Penos Banhos and. Egmont. 
Such differences, and the fact that Rosen's check-list reports far 
fewer genera than recently recorded, show that the Chagos area was not 
very thoroughly sampled until the 1970s. Judging from the latest 
records, It seems fair to assume that all the atolls have a similarly 
high diversity, with at teast 50 hermatypic genera. 
From the latest records It appears that the diversity In the Chagos 
approaches that recorded in the Southern Maldives. Genera found In 
the Seyche lies and /or the S. Mal dl ves, such as Dip"loastrtea~ 
Ps~~,o~ (Stephanaria) and AnaartOpora, may well be recorded from 
Chagos In future collections. Wells ( 1966) presents a map showing the 
distribution of the various Fungifds In the Indo-Pacific. All the 
Funglids so far recorded In the Chagos fall within the ranges defined 
by Wells. Wells' map also predicts that 1J'ungia. (Ctenaati.s) and 
BeFpetogtossa could occur In the Chagos area. These genera may well 
be collected during future expeditions, or found among the Fungi l.ds 
not fully identified from the Chagos Bank collectl.on. 
As stated above, there I s a h I gh d I ve rs I ty focus i ·n the western · I nd i an 
Ocean whIch may or may not be con+ I nuous wIth the very rIch ·1 ndones ian-
west Pacific centre. It seems to be fairly well established that the 
high diversity centres In the Atlantic and Indo-Pacific ll·e slightly 
north of the equator. But at least 5~''tlermatyplc genera have 
definitely been recorded from the Chagos Islands, and the true figure 
may well be over 60 genera. Thus the dl vers tty here, about 5° to 
0 . 1 S, and the large number of genera reported ·.In the Seychelles, 
suggest that the high diversity focus may extend some way south of 
the equator. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
SUGGESTIONS REGARDING SAMPLING METHODS AND THE AIMS OF FUTURE 
STUDIES 
It Is not possible within the scope of this thesis to give a full review 
of the sampling methods adopted In the various reef studies undertaken. 
so far. And never having taken part In any field studies on reefs, 
the author Is In no position to dictate to others how such work should 
be carried out. The purpose of this chapter is simply to summarise some 
of the difficulties encountered In the course of coral reef surveys, and 
to recommend some standardisation of the recording of data in future 
studies. 
In the past, many of the studies of reefs and reef corals have been of a' 
qualitative nature. Some of the recent surveys have attempted to co II ect 
data in a more quantitative way. But the methods of sampling have varied 
greatly, and in the absence of standard criteria In recording, much of the 
quantitative Information obtained In different areas Is not comparable. 
An example ~Is the size of quadrat chosen by different workers : where 
• 
numbers of genera or species per quadrat have been recorded, variation In 
quadrat size has prevented any meaningful comparison of diversity. 
Stoddart (1969) lists the quadrat sizes used In a number of studies at 
different locations, and this ranges from 0.8 to 9JOm2; sometimes the 
same workers have used different sizes on different reefs. Selection of 
quadrat size often seems to be arbitrary, and few attempts have been made 
to relate quadrat size to statistical criteria. But Scheer (e.g. 1974) 
has plotted species diversity at Radsu Atoll, Maldives, against area, 
2 2 
using quadrats from O.lm to lOOm. For subsequent work he used a quadrat 
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size of 5m x 5m, as this area, with an average of 28 species, corresponded 
to about two thirds of the final asymptotic value <lOOm2 with 37 species). 
Although many quantitative studies have used continuous quadrats, or 
sample quadrats at Intervals along transects, the type of Information 
recorded f~m the quadrats has varied. This has Included counts of the 
number of genera or specIes In a quadrat; subJectIve or more quant ltat I ve 
estimates of percentage cover by the corals; the recording of coral growth 
forms. Pichon (1964) discusses some of the problems of using quadrat 
sampling techniques on the reef flat and front, and the.partlcular problems 
encountered on steep s l,opes. 
Loya (1972) has grave doubts about the value of many quantitative studies 
carried out, and states that "In general, most of them have no usable 
quantltat'lve data." For a study of the coral communities at Ell at from 
the .reef flat down to 30m, Loya and Slobodktn( 1971) (see also Loya, 1972) 
used line transects instead of quadrats. They found this method more 
satisfactory on reef. slopes with a complex bottom topography. Transects 
lOrn in length were placed along depth contours parallel to the shore, and 
all corals which lay under the line were· recorded and measured. Measure-
ments were also taken of corals·growlng beneath other colonies. It was 
found that the line transect survey was very efficient In terms of the 
Information recorded per time spent underwater, an Important consideration 
where deeper diving Is concerned. 
There are many problems associated with recording coral data, and the 
difficulties are accentuated If the work Is being carried out entirely 
underwater. Firstly, many coral species and even genera cannot be 
readily Identified, and must be removed, cleaned and examined closely. 
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The use of photographic records has become Increasingly popular, but 
they are useful only as an Indication of maJor coral types and growth 
forms. Small specimens and those growing beneath other colonies will 
not show up; and many species cannot be Identified from photographs 
(see Loya, 1972). Drawings (on states) have been used to record the 
percentage cover by different species and the relative positions of colonies. 
Such data are certainly valuable, but there are errors involved in 
transferring complex three-dimensional distributions to a two-dimensional 
plane. 
cover. 
Difficulties arise also In estimates of colony size and percentage 
Colony definition is ver.y difficult, especially for branching and 
encrusting forms. There are problems with scale for corals growing on 
vertical or overhanging·surfaces, though Pichon (1964) suggests methods of 
recording coral cover on steep slopes. 
To collect such detailed Information Is very time-consuming, and for 
satisfactory recording a combination of photographic and sketch records 
Is required, followed by collection of the coral material. Some standards 
are urgently needed, not only for quadrat size, but for colony definition 
In cover estimates. 
There are however dIsadvantages In deta II ed quadrat .samp II ng In that thIs 
method concentrates attention on a section of the reef which may be 
unrepresentative. Surveying by direct visual observations will only 
provide data regarding the more obvious features of the reef and gross 
zonation patterns. But a much larger area can be covered and a better 
Impression may be gained of the local variation on a reef. Subjective 
assessments of broad reef features will not provide quantitative data 
comparable with other localities, but It Is Important to combine detailed 
study with general observations. Ideally the positioning of all transects 
should be randomlsed. However~ this Is not easy In underwater study 
where adverse environmental conditions may prevent sampling In certain 
areas. And In order to spend the maximum possible time working under-
water, It may be desirable to locate transects In ncre accessible areas 
of the reef. Spencer Davies et at (1971) discuss the problems of 
positioning transects, and mention that random samplfng was difficult 
In areas with human activity (e.g. because of jetties). 
If divers can make general observations within a larger area, some check 
can be made that transects do at least cover fairly typical sections of 
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the reef, If positioning of transects cannot be altogether randomly determined. 
This may appear to be a rather unscientific approach, but even In a strictly 
conducted terrestrial survey there Is always an element of subjectivity, 
~nd the prob I ems are far more acute In the mart ne envl ronment. 
In summary, a combination of detailed surveying and broad observation Is 
requIred In any reef study. A standard procedure for data recording 
should be laid down to allow a meaningful comparison of data collected on 
different reefs. An Investigation of sampling techniques Is urgently 
required to find those methods which provide the maximum amount of 
Information per time spent underwater. The advance of underwater diving 
with SCUBA has provided access to areas of the reef which previously could 
only be sampled by dredging. But very few studies have been carried out 
on reef areas below a few metres In depth, and future studies should focus 
attention on the poorly sampled reef slopes. All publications on reef 
sampling carried out by divers should Include a report on the difficulties 
encountered, and suggestions on how these might be overcome. Any 
collection of corals should, wherever possible, be accompanied by full 
details on location, bottom topography, currents, exposure, and so forth. 
In addition to sampling by divers, carefully organised dredging of deeper 
water is also required; the only account of deep water coral zonation (to 
over 146m) is that provided by Wei Is (1954). 
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There are vast problems in the field of coral systematics, and work on corals 
wi I I remain very difficult unti I their taxonomy (especially at species level) 
is better understood. Studies of coral ecology must be combined with 
laboratory work for remarkably little is known about the behaviour, physiology 
and life history of the coral polyps. 
It has already been stated that much valuable information was lost from the 
Egmont and Chagos Bank collections, mostly through inadequate label I ing of 
specimens. For any reef coral survey, alI specimens should be clearly 
label led showing depth, locality and any other information required. To ensure 
that labels do not decay, the author recommends the use of paper labels sealed 
in polythene,.or non-degradable labels such as plastic "dymo-tape" or metal 
tags. Careful packing of corals is necessary to avoid breakage, and 
specimens should be surrounded with plenty of straw or polystyrene chips when 
·packed into crates. 
Identification of corals is often very problematic. For detailed surveys 
it is most helpful, whenever possible, to include in the expedition persons 
with a good knowledge of the taxonomy. It is further recommended that 
specimens of adequate size be collected, as some species are very difficult 
to identify from smal I specimens. 
In Section I I I of Chapter 2 some discussion was devoted to the use of 
phytosociological metho~ology in reef studies. Such an approach, coupled 
with the setting down of standards for sampling procedure, may prove very 
valuable for describing and comparing coral communities and improving our 
understanding of reef coral ecology. 
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APPENDIX A PRELIMINARY CHECK LIST OF CORALS COLLECTED AT 
EGMONT AND THE CHAGOS BANK 
Generic classification Is according to Wells (1956). Species are listed 
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In alphabetical order. Notes on Identification are given below. Figures 
In brackets Indicate approximate numbers of specimens from Chagos Bank. 
No figures are available for the Egmont specimens. 
Notation : EG =from Egmont Atoll. CB =from Chagos Bank 
* new record over Rosen's (,1911e) c:..heck. list (~enerCL o ... ly) 
phylum COELENTERATA Frey and leuckart 
subphy I urn 0'41DARI A HatscheK .. 
class ANTHOZOA Ehrenberg 
subclass ZOANTHARIA de Blalnvllle 
order SCLERACTINIA Bourne 
suborder ASTROCOEN II NA Vaughan and Wells 
family ASTROCOENIIDAE Koby 
subfamily ASTROCOENIINAE Vehx 
genus Stytooosntetta Yabe abd Sugiyama 
Sty'tocoenie t'ta spp. EG 
faml ly THAMNASTERII.DAE Vaughan and We lis 
genus Psammt 'CON Dana 
subgenus P~ ,Dana : -:-
PsQITiffl(foozea ~j) app. EG and CB 
*subgenus P'£estosei'f.S Duncan 
Psarrrnzcaora (P'teai.oseri.s) spp. EG and CB ( 163) 
family POCILLOPORIDAE Gray 
genus StyZophozta Schwelgger 
Stytophom mcm!a:e (Dana) EG 
Sty 'Z.ophora cf. rilo!'da: (Dana) CB ( 31 ) 
Stytophom pisti't'tata (Esper) EG 
stytophozta cf. ptstttzata (Esper) EB (24) 
Stytophom spp. type I CB (6) 
Styl.ophozea spp. deep water fonrs CB < 12) 
Stytophom spp. EG and CB (41) 
?Sty'Z.ophozta spp. CB 
genus SePl.atopora lamarck 
.Se~p~ spp. EG and CB (20) 
genus Poci·twpo:m. lamarck 
Poai . 'l;topozea dt:zrrri.comi.s ( ll nnaeus > EG 
Poai.t:topom cf. iianrlcom:ls <Ltnnaeus) CB (4) 
PooiZZopozea danae Verrill. EG 
Poaillopora eydouxi Mi lne-Edwards and Haime EG 
Poaillopora cf. eydouxi CMi lne-Edwards and Haime)CB (74) 
Poaillopora verrucosa CEI I is and Solander) EG 
Pocillopora danae/verrucosa EG and CB (2) 
Pocillopora spp. encrusting EG 
Pocillopora spp. EG and CB (18) 
genus Acropora Oken 
Acropora cf. abrotanoides (Lamarck) EG 
Acropora humilis (Dana) EG 
Acropora hyacinthus group EG 
Acropora palifera (Lamarck) EG and CB (I I) 
Acropora d. patula (Brook) EG 
Acropora cf. murrayensis (Vaughan) EG 
Acropora cf. variabilis CKiunzinger) EG 
Acropora spp. type I cf. humilis (Dana) CB (15) 
Acropora spp. type 2 cf. variabilis CKiunzinger) CB (48) 
Acropora spp. type 3 cf. hyacinthus (Dana) CB (39) 
Acropora spp. EG and CB (102) 
genus Astreopora de Blainvi I le 
Astreopora spp. EG and CB C65) 
genus Montipora Quay and Gaimard 
Montipora foveolate group EG 
Montipora non-tuberculate group EG 
Montipora tuberculate group EG 
Montipora verrucosa group EG 
Montipora spp. EG and CB (275) 
suborder FUNGI INA Verri I I 
superfamily AGARIC! ICAE Gray 
fam i I y AGARIC I I DAE Gray 
genus "AgaricieZZa;' Ma 
"AgaricieUa" spp. EG and CB (77) 
genus Pavona Lamarck 
subgenus Pavona Lamarck 
Pavona (Pavona) c~us group EG and CB (131) 
Pavona (Pavona) cf. danae O·li I ne-Edwards and Ha i me) EG 
Pavona (Pavona) varians group EG and CB (79) 
Pavona (Pavona) spp. 11 exsert septa 11 EG 
Pavona (Pavona) "unifacial frondi' group EG 
Pavona (Pavona) spp. EG and CB (14) 
*subgenus Polyastra Ehrenberg 
Pavona (PoZyastra) spp. EG and CB 
*Subgenus PseudocoZumnastrea Yabe and Sugiyama 
Pavona (PseudocoZumnastrea) spp. EG and CB 
genus Leptoseris Mi lne-Edwards and Haime 
Leptoseris spp. type I CB (I I) 
Leptoseris spp. EG and CB (66) 
genus Leptoseris? Mi lne-Edwards and Haime 
Leptoseris? mycetoseroides group EG and CB (87) 
ct. Leptoseris? mycetoseroides group CB (15) 
genus Pachyseris Mi lne-Edwards and Haime 
Pachyseris spp. EG and CB (82) 
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family SIDERASTREIDAE Vaughan and Wells 
*genus Cos~a Mllne-Edwards and Halme 
Cosoi.naMea spp. EG and CB (20) 
cf. Cos<rlnaztasa spp. CB (8) 
cf. CoscinaFaea spp. convoluted CB (3) 
)6-genus Ho:rastNa n. gen. 
BoPaet.rea spp. EG and CB (37) 
cf. Ho:rast.rea spp. cerlold CB (8) 
superfamily FUNGIICAE Dana 
family FUNGIIDAE Dana 
*genus Cyatosem Ml I ne-Edwards and Ha I me 
Cyo'LoeePi.s spp. CB (32) 
?Cya'Losens spp. EG 
genus FUngia Lamarck 
subgenus P~tie Verrill 
PUngia (Pleuraotie) spp. EG and CB (75) 
Pungia (?P1.eJaracti.s) spp. EG 
subgenus Vem:t'tofungia We II s 
Pungla (Vemtlofungi.a)cf.groanuZosa Kru-!\~i:t\su c.s (;l.~t-) 
Fungia (Vem'l.'tofungi.a)spp. EG and CB <7> 
Fungi4 (?Vemttofungi.aJspp. ca <4> 
subgenus ~--Wells 
1!ungi.a (Dantzfungi.a) spp. EG and CB ( I ) 
subgenus FUngla Lamarck 
lUngia (IUngia) fUng~tes (Linnaeus) EG and CB (II) 
FUngia (?FUngia) !Ungitee (Linnaeus) CB (6) 
sma I I J!ungl.a~ subgenera not de term I ned CB ( 12) 
genus He~'l.itha Eschscholtz 
Herpo't~tha t~ (Esper) EG 
Hezwpo'U.tha spp. CB (7) 
?He~titha sop. CB (3) 
-*genus Podabacia Ml ·I ~a-Edwards and Ha I me 
~ spp. EG and CB (II) 
genus Hatomi~a Dana 
HaZ.Omi.tm sp. CB < I > 
superfamily PORITICAE Gray 
family PORITIDAE Gray 
genus GOniopom de Blalnvllle 
Goniopora cf. stokesi 'MIIne-Edwards and Halma:' 
Gonwpom spp. type 1 CB <3> 
Goniopozta spp. EG and CB (70) 
genus Po~tes Link 
subgenus PoPites Link 
Pontes andztewsi group EG 
Porites (Porites) l.ichen \la.na..EG-~c! <:.8'<33) 
Porites (P~tes) massive group EG and CB (106) 
Porites (Porites) massive/encrusting group EG and CB (101) 
Porites (Porites) spp. branching CB (13) 
subgenus S~a Verrill 
Poltltss (Synamsa) spp. EG and CB (9) 
genus A'tveopoPa de Blalnvllle 
Atvsopom spp. CB (4) 
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suborder FAVIINA Vaughan and Wells 
superfamily FAVIICAE Gregory 
family FAV II DAE Gregory . 
subfamily FAVIINAE Gregory 
genus PZsstaa~ Mllne-Edwards and Halma 
Ptes~a sp. EG 
genus lavl.a Oken 
Favla matthal V~i:Lghl.n E.G 
FCW'&a pa'I.Z.i.da/f4TJUB group EG and CB (212) 
Fav-la stst.Ugem (Dana) EG and C8 (85) 
Ft:nff.4 cf. ate '1. t.igem (Dana> CB ( 15 > 
Favia spp. EG and CB (6) 
genus FatntBB LInk 
Favltes pentagona group EG and CB ( 172) 
Ft:IV"ttBs tnl'f!mtJ/abdJ,ta group EG and CB (77) 
Favltes spp. EG and CB (29) 
genus OuJoPhJI'I.Z-t.a Ml I ne-Edwards and Ha I me 
Ou'tophytti.a spp. EG and CB <2?> 
genus Gbnlae~llne-Edwards and Halma 
Goni:astNa peotVnata/p'tanutata group EG and CB (25) 
~Nez ef. paZausnsw EG and CB (51> 
Gonlastztea Ntljomrls group CB (21) 
GQniast.ecz spp. EG and CB (5) 
?Gon~t~ spp. EG 
genus P'l.atygyN Ehrenberg 
P'tatygyN spp. EG and CB ( 128) 
genus LsytoP'Uz Mil ne-Edwards and Ha I me 
Leptona spp. EG and CB ( 19) 
genus BY~ Fischer 
BydnophoN spp. EG and CB (42) 
subfamily MONTASTREINAE Vaughan and Wells 
genus t.eptturtNa Ml I ne-Edwards and Ha I me 
Leptastzrea spp. EG and CB ( 125) 
genus CMPhast.Pea Mllne-Edwards and Helme 
Cyphastrea spp. EG and CB ( 33) 
genus BohiMptnta lamarck 
Echi.nopom gerrtntaaea (Lamarck) EG 
E~ cf. ~;3\ (lamarck) CB (52) 
Eohlnopt:JN cf. tamet.toaa (Esper> CB (8) 
family RHIZANGIIOAE d'Orbtgny 
~ genus Ou~ Mil ne-Edwards and Ha I me 
?OUtan~· sp. EG and CB 
family OCULINIDAE Gray 
subfamll y GALAXE I NAE Vaughan and We II s 
genus Ga~a Oken 
Gat=sa fasounitaztts (lamarck) EG 
Gala:=ea cf.faoclau~a (lamarck) CB (71) 
Gataara sp. type I 6e -{7) 
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family MEANORINIDAE Gray 
subfamily MEANORININAE Gray 
genus Cttme.ZZa Matthai 
CteneUa sp. EG and CB (62) 
family MERULINIDAE Verrl II 
~genus Msl-Ul.ina Ehrenberg 
MsruZi.na sp. CB (I > 
family MUSSIDAE Ortmann 
genus Aoanthastpea Mltne-Edwards and Halma 
Acanthastrea eahlnata(Dana> EG 
AoanthastNa spp. C8 (85) 
genus LobophyZZia de Blalnvllle 
subgenus LobophyZZta de Blalnvllle 
LobophyZZia (LobophyZZia) spp. EG and CB (19) 
?LobophyZZia (LobophyZ:Z.i.a) spp. CB (7) 
genus Symphy'LZia Mf .lne-Edwards and Haima 
SymphyZZia spp. EG and CB (62) 
?SymphyZl.i.a spp. C8 (9) 
Mussld fragments CB (21) 
family PECTINIIDAE Vaughan and Wells 
?t genus EchinophyU.ia Kl unz Inger 
EahinophyZ'Lia spp. EG and CB (35) 
?EchinophyZ'Lia spp. C8 (5) 
*genus Cb.:J/poN Sav II I e-Kent 
Qx,vpora spp~ EG and CB (4) 
10zypoN spp. EG 
"'genus J.lycedi.um Oken 
~cedium spp. EG and CB (20) 
? Mycedium spp. CB (5) 
*genus Peatinia Oken 
Peoti.nia spp. CB (2) 
Pectlnlld fragments EG and CB (30) 
suborder CARYOPHYLLIINA Vaughan and Wells 
s~pu1amily CARYOPHYLLIICAE Gray 
family CARYOPHYLLIIDAE Gray 
subfamily CARYOPHYLLIINAE Gray 
~genus P~athusMIIne-Edwards and Hal me 
?Paraayathus sp. EG 
-*genus PoZyayathus Duncan 
Po 'tycyathuiJ. sp. CB ( I ) 
sub~amily DESMOPHYLLINAE Vaughan and Wells 
~genus Desmophyz.tum Ehrenberg 
DesmophyZ:Z.um sp. CB (I ) 
subfaml ly EUSMILIINAE Milne-Edwards and Haime 
genus EuphyZZia Dana 
~hyZZi.a spp. EG 
genus Pl.erogyl'tl Mllne-Edwards and Halma 
Pl.er'Ogyro. spp. EG and CB (I) 
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*genus Physogym Que I ch 
~sogy~ spp. EG and CB (I) 
?PhysogyN sp. CB (I ) 
suborder DENDROPHYLLIINA Vaughan and Wells 
family DENDROPHYLLIIDAE ~~y 
genus Ba'tanophy'£7,-l.a ~lood 
Ba'tanophyt:tia spp. CB (f > 
~genus otadOpsammia Lacaze-Duthlers 
CZadopsarnrrri.a sp. CB ( I ) 
genus DendztophyZ1.·la de Blafn\l,llle 
DendrophyZUa spp. ~1d!*' a~tfcCB (4) 
1Dendztophy't'ti.a spp. EG . 
'lt" genus Pubastztea Lesson 
Tubast%'ea spp. EG and CB (35 ). 
genus TU!'binaria Oken 
TUbb~ spp. EG and CB (24) 
Dendrophylltlds CB (16) 
subclass OCTOCORALLIA Haeckel 
order STOLONIFERA Hickson 
family TUBIPORIDAE Ehrenberg 
genus TUbipo~ Llnnaeus 
· Pulrlpom TI'IU8i.oa ( Ll nnaeus) EG and CB ( 18) 
order COENOTHECALIA Bourne· 
family .HELIOPOR1·.0AE :~et·ey 
genus He'Liopom de Blt:O:nvllle · 
He'Liopora C062'U'tea .Pallas. EG and CB (31) 
There were a I so various hydrozoans M{,1.tepom., I>lstiohopoN., etc. 
but most were not fully Identified. 
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Notes on the Identification 
The identification of both collections, especially the tnuch larger 
collection from Chagos Bank, Is very preliminary, and a great deal of 
work still remains to be done. 
It has been recorded above whether coral types were collected at Egmont 
or Chagos Bank. In a few cases, certain genera or species may have 
been found only In one of these areas. But the Identification of the 
Chagos Bank collection was geaeralty less detailed than that of the 
Egmont material. Therefore, a species recorded so far only at Egmont 
may well be contained In the.Chagos Bank collection, but has not as yet 
been i dent I f I ed. For examp I e, AOl'OpOM cf. ab1!0ta.noi.deB I s IndIcated 
as coming only f~m Egmont, but it might be among the~~ spp. In 
the Chagos Bank collection. 
The Identification of almost 4000 specimens from Chagos Bank had to be 
carried out within a few weeks, and owing to the author's limited 
knowledge, the classification Is very preliminary and may In some cases 
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need revision. Particular difficulty was experienced wtth tiny fragments 
where specimens had broken up In transit. However, the author hopes that 
the majority of the Identifications are correct, and that the errors concern 
onl1y a smal I percentage of the total collection. 
The following points should be borne In mind regarding the Chagos Bank 
collection. Many of the specimens Identified as Sty~hom spp. are 
probably Stytaphtnta 11IOl'da:e. Likewise, some of the Poai.U,.,ypozea spp. may 
tum out to be P. eydou:l:t. Apart from Aa1!0pDN palll.fezta# the AoropON 
specimens have been divided rather arbitrarily Into groups, mostly 
according to their growth form. A~ra spp. Includes any specimens 
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which could not be readily assigned to one of the above groups. Some 
difficulty was experienced with certain of the Agaricllds and Slderastrelds, 
and a few specimens have been recorded as cf. the genus, e.g. c.f. 
Cbsair~a. There were also problems with the subgenera of PUngia 
(except for F. (P"Leuraotis), and the identifications given here may 
need revi slon. Most of the Po~tes have been divided Into massive or 
massive/encrusting groups, and there Is considerable overlap between 
these two groups. Platyg,yPa and Leptoria could not easily .be distinguished, 
and there may be some incorrect Identification here. Many of the Mussld 
and Pectinlid specimens were only small fragments, and some of these 
could only be assigned to the appropriate family. Small pieces of 
Oendrophyllllds are probably DendrophyZZia or fUbastpea. 
The author has previously stated that the identification of the Chagos 
Bank collection was very preliminary and that some errors were doubtless 
made. Since this thesis was originally submitted, the following 
taxonomic points have come to the author's notice, which should be brought 
to the reader's attention. 
The species originally assigned to Goniastrea ct. paZauensis (Yabe, 
Sugiyama and Eguchi) is in fact Favites peresi (Faure and Pichon, in press). 
Since the previous identification as G. cf. paZauensis was at least 
consistent, the author has not sought to amend this in the text. 
Some specimens identified as DendPophyZZia spp. are probably Tubastrea 
miarantha (Ehrenberg). 
Finally, the author has reason to believe that the subgenus Pavona 
(PoZyastra) may be a form of Pavona varians Verri I I • While this systematic 
question remains unsolved, the author has retained P. (PoZyastra)~ but 
with some reservations as to its validity. 
PHOTOGRAPHS 
The photographs which follow cover only a small 
range of the many genera found at Egmont and 
Chagos Bank. It was not possibl.e to include 
more photographs, and unfortunately many 
interesting genera have not been represented. 
Some of the photographs were taken using a 
Zeiss "Tessovar" and the magnifica tj_ons are 
indicated as appropriate. 
I should like to thank Mr. Ted Hinton-Clifton 
for providing this photographic equipment and 
for '<-' assisting me with this work. 
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APPENDIX B 
SEGi'ION I Species simi larlty coefficients for Chagos Bank 
coral data 
SECTION II Specimens collected at Egmont Atoll on Transects 2 to 10. 
SECTION Ill A SHUFFLE showing specimens collected in the 222 quadrat 
and random samples from Chagos Bank which were used for 
subsequent analysis of data. 
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SECTION I Specfes Similarity coefficients for Chagos Bank coral data 
Species similarity coefficients were calculated, pairing 42 of the most 
common genera and species, using data from 222 quadrat and random samples. 
The coefficients were computed using programs In the CLUSTAN lA package, 
according the following general formula :-
Species 2 
+ 
a a b 
+ 
Species 
a + b + c c d 
where a = the number of occurrences of both genera/specIes in the 
same sample 
b = the number of occu.rrences of the first genus/species 
without the second 
c - the number of occurrences of the second genus/species 
In the absence of the first. 
The results are given In Table 8, showing coefficients for the ten 
nearest neighbours In each case. A key to the species number 
(e.g. s1, s2> Is given below. It was hoped that the coefficients 
might show similarity between certain pairs of genera or species, 
especially for corals showing some zonation with depth and being 
most common at about the same depth. The lack of any conclusive 
results Is pnobably due to insufficient data. 
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Key to numbering In Species Simi tarity Coefficients 
S 1 PsaTf1lllC"cora (P'Leeiose2'is) spp. 
s2 Stylophora cf. mordaz + Stylophom spp. 
S3 Stylophora cf. pistit"Lata 
s4 Pooi'ttopora cf. eydouxi 
S5 Ac~ora spp. type I 
56 Ao~ra spp. type 2 
s7 Acropora spp. type 3 
s8 Astrteopozta spp. 
59 Montipora spp. 
5 10 Favona olavus group 
S 1 1 Pavona varians group 
512 LeptosePls spp. 
513 Leptose%-i.s? mycetoseroidee group 
5 14 "Agarlaie "L"La" spp. 
5 15 Paahyseris spp. 
516 Cosoin~a spp. 
5 17 Horastrea spp. 
s,a Cyoloeerle spp. 
S 19 Fungla (P"Leuractis) spp. 
520 PUngla (PUngia) tungites 
521 Goni.opora spp. 
522 Pontes massive group 
S23 Favia pat'Lida/farJuB group 
524 Favia etettigera 
525 Favites pentagona group 
s26 Favitee virens/ab~ta group 
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527 Goniastpea cf. pa'tauensis 
528 GoniastPea peatinata/p~tata group 
529 P'Latygyra spp. 
530 LeptastPea spp. 
531 Cypha.atrea spp. 
532 EchinopoPa cf. gemmaaea 
s33 GaZazea cf. fasaiau"lar>is 
534 CteneZZa spp. 
s35 Acanthastrea spp. 
536 SymphyZZia spp. 
537 LobophyZZia spp. + Mussld fragments 
538 Pectlnllds 
539 DendrophyZZia + Oendrophyllllds (fragments> 
s40 Favites spp. 
s41 HeliopoFa aoerutea 
s42 Porites massive/encrusting group 
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SECTION II Samples collected at EQ!!!Ont from Transects 2 to 10 
Sp~ctmens were collected below 24m and to a maximum depth of 45m; 
there are also samples from Transect 6 above 9m. In all cases data from 
the reef flat collections are insufficient. (Unknown specimens are 
those which were recorded In the field log but the Identifications 
could not be traced.) 
TRANSECT I 
TRANSECT 2 
TRANSECT 3 
Insufficient data 
Styl.ophom moNa% . 
Aompora humi. Zis 
Mbntipo~ tubercutate. group 
LeptosePie? myoetoseFOides group 
Favia 
Favia stet'Ligezta 
Favia pat'tido./fa:tJUB group 
Favites vir-ens/abdita group 
Faoi.tea psntagona group 
OulophytUa 
Ptatygyra 
Eohinopom ge'f!ITll(UJea 
Gal.aa:ea fasoiou'L~ 
Symph.yttia (specimens unknown • about 6) 
Ps~ (PZesioseris) 
Pool 1. Z.opol'a eydou:x:i. 
Aaropo~a hyaainthus group 
Mbnti~ tuberculate group 
P®ona oZauus group 
Ebrites massive/encrusting group 
Faui.tes psntagana group 
Eohinopom gemrnaoea 
Dsnd:Pop1l'Jllia 
Hetiopom aoe~tea (specimens unknown • about 3) 
TRANSECT 4 
TRANSECT 5 
TRANSECT 6 
Sty Zopho:ra moztd.a.% 
Stylophor-a sp. 
AozropoN ct. variabitis 
Aozropom cf. abrotanoidss 
Am-opom sp. 
Astl'eopor-a 
MbntipoN foveolate group 
~tipo~a tuberculate group 
Pung{.a (Pteuractis > 
HelTJO Utha Uma:x: 
EbritBs massive/encrusting group 
Favia stet"ligem 
Fatna 
Pa»i.tes viNM/abdita group 
Fa.vites pentagona group 
Favitu 
Goniastr>ea cf. pa'tauensis 
Hydnophom 
Gat=ea fascicularf,e 
?Dendrophyll.ia 
!luzr!bin.az»ia (specimens unknown .. about 6) 
~s~or-a (Ptesioseris) 
Sty'LophoN mo~dcz:c 
A~om humitis 
Acntopozoa 
Astr-eopo:ra 
Mbnttpo~a tuberculate group 
M:mtipor-a non-tubercu I ate group 
Pa.vona clavus group 
11Agancie ZZa" 
?CycZoser>is 
Po:rites Zichen 
Far>i.tes pentagona group 
Favites 
Bydnophom 
Echinopom gemmacea 
Gal=ea fasaicutaris 
CteneZZa 
Symphy'ttia 
Dend2"0phyttta 
?Dtmdztophyt:tia 
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TuPbinar-ia (specimens unknown • about 14) 
(below 24m) 
Poct'LZopor>a eydou:ci 
Acl"'por>a 
Pavona cl.avus group 
.(above 9m) 
Ps~o:ra (PZesiose:ris) 
StyZophom 1r01'da:c 
Aol"'pom paZife~ 
Aoropo:ra 
(specimens unknown • I ) 
TRANSECT 6 
TRANSECT 7 
TRANSECT 8 
TRANSECT 9 
(above 9m) (Contd.) 
Pavona otavus group 
Pungf.a 
Favia ateZZigera 
Pavi.tes pentagons group 
'Favi.tes 
Gtmi.astztea cf. palauenais (specimens unknown = about I) 
Psammmoora (PZeeioeePis) 
Stylcphom mozoda:x: 
Poci.Zlopom eydou:r:i 
PoaiZ'topom 
Acropora 
Astzoeopo.zoa 
MOntipora foveolate group 
Mbntipo.zoa non-tuberculate group 
Pavona clavus group 
LBptosePie 
Porites massive/encrusting group 
Favites vlz~/~ta group 
Favi*ttls 
Goni.astNa cf. palauenais 
Cyphastrea 
Gata:z:ea fasoiou'tar>ie 
?Dendrophtll Z.ia 
HeZiopora ooePUZea (specimens unknown a about I) 
Pooitlopo:ra eydou:d 
Aol'OpoN humi tie 
Mbntipo~ tuberculate group 
Pat1ona o"LcDJue group 
T!ungia (P'Leu:motis) 
Favia ate l'tigem 
Favites pentagona group 
Pt.atygym 
Symphytl.ia (specimens unknown a about 3) 
PB~aom (PZesiossris) 
Poci.t:Lopom eydou:d 
Aoztopo:m 
Mbntipora tuberculate group 
Pavona oZalnaJ group 
Leptoseria 
Pbritea cf. massive/encrusting group 
Pavites pentagona group 
P't!Jtygyra 
LeptaatNa 
SymphyUia 
MYcedium (specimens unknown a about I) 
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TRANSECT 10 A~:ra cf. va.zti,a}yt,'Lie 
I Acroporo 
Mbnt~poro non-tuberculate group 
Pavona clavus group 
Leptoeevia? mycetoser'Oidee group 
PacfqJ sel'ie 
Fav?:O. 
FatJitee vizoen8/abdita group 
Favitee pentagona group 
LeptoPia 
Gal.areea fascicutari.e 
Mycediwn (specimens unknown • about 3) 
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SECTION Ill Specimens collected In quadrat and random samples 
at Chagos Bank, which were used for analysis Qf data 
As previously stated, about one-third of the data from the Chagos Bank 
had to be discarded, and only 222 of the 317 quadrat and random 
collections could be used fol· further analysis of the data. Table 9 
Is a SHUFFLE to show which genera and species were contained In the 
222 samples; this Is Intended for reference purposes only. 
The species code used In the computer print-out may not In some cases 
be clear to the reader, and therefore a key is given below, showing the 
full names of the genera and species. In addition there Is a key to 
the sample numbers, Indicating the location and depth of each sample 
and whether the collection was random or from a quadrat. 
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No. 
102 
002 
003 
004 
005 
006 
007 
008 
009 
010 
011 
012 
013 
014 
. 015 
016 
017 
018 
019 
020 
022. 
023 
024 
025 
026 
027. 
028 
029 
020 
030 
031 
032 
033 
034 
035 
036 
037' 
038 
·109 
041 > 
1:10 
042 
047 
048 
049 
050 
051 
052 
053 
108 
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KEY TO GENERA AND SPEC I ES IN COMPUTER OUTPUT 
Code 
?PSA EXSE 
PLES SPP 
STYL MORD 
STYL PIST 
STYL ONE 
STYL DEEP 
STYL SPP 
SERI SPP 
POCI DAMI 
POCI DANA 
POCI EYOO 
POCI SPP 
ACRO PALl 
ACRO ONE 
ACRO TWO 
ACRO THRE 
ACRO SPP 
ASTR SPP 
t-DNT SPP 
PAVO CLAV 
PAVO VARI 
POLY SPP 
PSEU SPP 
PAVO SPP 
LEPTSPP 
LEPT ONE 
LEPT MYCE 
CF L MYCE 
AGAR SPP 
PACH SPP 
COSC SPP 
CF C SPP 
CF C CONV 
HORA SPP 
CF H SPP 
CYCL SPP 
PLEU SPP 
VERR SPP 
?VER SPP 
FUNG FUNG 
?FUN FUNG 
FUNG YOUN 
PODA SPP 
GONI SPP 
GONI X TY 
PORI MASS 
PORI M/EN 
PORI LIOi 
PORI BRAN 
SYNA SPP 
Genus or species 
?PSaJ'11111)'D0l'a spp. 
Paammuoora (PZeslosePis) spp. 
StyZophozta cf. mor>da:r: 
StyZophozta cf. pi.sti.t'tata 
StyZophom spp. type I 
Sty~phora spp. deep water forms 
StyZophom spp. 
Sezoi.atopo:r..a spp. 
Poai.'L Zopora cf. dtzrrrlcomi.s 
Poci.t Zopora danae/vewuoosa 
Poai.t.'Lopom cf. eydouzi. 
Poci.l'Lopom spp. 
Awopom pati.fem 
AaropoN spp. type I 
Aaropozta spp. type 2 
AcztopoN spp. type 2 
Aoropora spp. 
Astzreopom spp. 
Monti.pwa spp. 
Pavona otaws~,:group 
Pavona 11aJ"lans group 
Pavona (PotyastN) spp. 
Pavona (Pssudooot.wnnaatztea) spp. 
Pavona spp. 
Leptosel'is spp. 
];eptosel'is spp. ty.pe I 
Leptosel"ls? 1111JOetosel'Oi.dss group 
cf. Leptosel'is? TTTJICetoseroi.des groupe 
"Agazti.ai,st'ta" spp. 
,Paahysel'is spp. 
CosoiNz:ttaea spp. 
cf. Cosci.riiZPt1.Ba spp. 
cf. Cosolnaraea spp. convoluted 
Hol'O.Btltea spp. 
cf. BOI'QBtNa spp. ceJI'i,crl,d 
Cyot.ossns spp. 
Fungi4 (P'Ltnrztaoti.s) spp. 
P. (VtJmUofungia) spp. 
P. (?VsmZ.'LofungiaJ spp. 
P. (Ji'ungi.a) fungi.tes 
F. (?Pungi.a.) fun.gi.tes 
Young Pungia 
Podtibaai.a spp. 
Goni.opom spp. 
Gorrlopora spp. type I 
Pontes massive group 
Pol'itBs massive/encrusting group 
PonttJs U.clum 
Po'l"l tea spp. branch t ng 
Pol'ites (Sy~a) · spp. 
No. Code 
054 .AI VE SPP 
05' fAVR PALL 
OS6 FAVt STEL 
057 FAVI CF S 
058 FAVI SPP 
059 FVIT PENT 
060 FVIT VIRE 
061 FVIT SPP 
062 OULO SPP 
063 GONA PALA 
064 GONA PECT 
066 GONA SPP 
067 PLAT SPP 
068 LTOR SPP 
OjO HYON SPP 
071 · LSTR SPP 
072 CYPH SPP 
073 ECHI GEMM 
074 ECH I LAME 
016 GALA FASC 
077 GALA SMAL 
078 CTEN SP. 
080 ACAN SPP. 
081 LOBO SPP 
082 ?LOB SPP 
083 SYMP SPP 
084 ?SYM SPP 
085 MUSS FRAG 
086 EPHY SPP 
087 ?EPH SPP 
088 OXYP SPP 
089 MYCE SPP 
090 ?MYC SPP 
091 PECT SPP 
092 PECT FRAG 
098 DEND SPP . 
099 TUBA SPP 
100 TURB SPP 
I 0 I DEND YOUN 
I 03 TUB I MUS I 
104 HELl COER 
105 HYDR VARI 
Genus or species 
AtveopoM spp. 
FatJi.a pa1:U.da/fatJUB group 
Favia ste 7:tigem. 
Favia cf. stettigera 
Favia spp. 
FatJitu pentagona group 
Favi.tes iJ(,ztenS/abdita group 
Fatritu spp. 
OukJphyttia spp. 
GonlastNa ef. palauenris 
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Goni.aatNa peoti.nata/ptanulata group 
Gmrl.astNa spp. 
Platy gyM spp. 
LgptDP'la spp. 
HydnophoN spp. 
LgptastNa spp. 
Cyphastrea spp. 
Ea1rlnapDN ef •. gfl1tllf1flasa 
Eohi.nopDM ef. tame 1/Losa. 
Galau:sa ef. fasal.aul.ans 
Gal.a:t:ea spp. type I 
Ctenetta sp. 
Acanthast.r.a spp. 
Lobophy'LUa spp. 
?Lobophyttta spp. 
Symphyttta spp. 
?SymphyU.ia spp. 
Muss I d fragments 
Echi.nophyttU. spp. 
?Eohinaphyttta spp. 
O:x:ypoN spp. 
Myoedi.um spp. 
?Myaedium spp. 
Peati.ni.a spp. 
PectIn I I d fragments 
Dend:ztophyttta spp. 
Tubastl'Ba spp. 
Turbi.naPta spp. 
Oendrophyllftds 
Tubi.pom muMoa 
Beti.Dptnta aoel'U'tea 
Hydrozoans 
KEY TO SAMPLE NUMBERS IN COMPUTER OUTPUT 
Sample Number 
001 
002 
003 
004 
006 
008 
009 
010 
011 
012 
013 
014 
015 
016 
017 
018 
019 
020 
021 
022 
023 
024 
025 
026 
027 
028 
029 
030 
031 
032 
033 
034 
035 
036 
037 
038 
039 
040 
041 
042 
043 
044 
045 
046 
047 
048 
049 
050 
051 
052 
053 
Transect and location 
3 North Brother 
3 
3 
3 
4 North Brother 
5 Middle Brother 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
6 Middle Brother 
6 
6 
6 
7 Middle Brother 
7 
7 
7 
8 Middle Brother 
8 
8 
8 
9 South Brother 
tO South Brother 
10 
II South Brother 
I I 
II 
II 
II 
14 Grande Passe Mounds 
14 
14 
14 
15 Grande Passe Mounds 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 . 
16 Grande Passe Mounds 
16 
16 
16 
16 
17 Eagle Island 
17 
17 
17 
Depth (m) 
18 Q 
18 R 
24 Q 
24 R 
27 R 
6 Q 
6 R 
18 Q 
18 R 
33 Q 
24 Q 
24 R 
45 R 
18 R 
18 Q 
30R 
6 Q 
6 R 
12 Q 
12 R 
6 Q 
6 R 
18 Q 
18 R 
30 Q 
24 Q 
24 R 
38 R 
12 Q 
24 Q 
38 Q 
38 R 
10 Q 
18 Q 
10 R 
18 R 
9 Q 
9 R 
19 Q 
19 R 
27 Q 
27 R 
12 Q 
12 R 
18 Q 
21 Q 
21 R 
12 Q 
12 R 
18 Q 
18 R 
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Sample number Transect and location Depth 
054 17 24 Q 
055 17 24 R 
056 17 30 Q 
057 17 30R 
058 17 38 Q 
059 17 38 R 
060 18 Eagle Island 38 Q 
061 18 38 R 
062 18 45 Q 
063 II 6 Q 
064 18 6 R 
065 18 3 Q 
066 18 3 R 
067 18 30 Q 
068 18 30 R 
069 18 12 R 
070 18 24 Q 
071 18 24 R 
072 19 Eagle Island 12 Q 
073 19 6 Q 
074 19 18 R 
075 19 18 Q 
076 19 30 Q 
077 19 30 R 
078 19 24 Q 
079 19 24 R 
080 19 3 Q 
081 19 3R 
082 20 Sea Cow 36 Q 
083 20 36 R 
084 20 41 R 
085 20 41 Q 
086 20 6 Q 
087 30 6 R 
088 20 3 Q 
089 20 3 R 
090 20 24 Q 
091 20 24 R 
092 20 18 Q 
093 20 18 R 
094 20 12 Q 
095 20 12 R 
096 21 Sea Cow 3Q 
097 21 6 Q 
098 21 6 R 
099 21 18 Q 
100 21 24 Q 
101 21 24 R 
102 21 30 Q 
103 24 Passe Jacques 21 Q 
104 24 21 R 
105 24 15 Q 
106 24 15 R 
107 24 30 Q 
108 24 30R 
Sample Number 
109 
110 
Ill 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
1.27 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
14' I 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
Transect and location 
27 Danger Island 
27 
28 Danger Island 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
32 Resurgent 
32 
32 
32 
33 Resurgent 
34 Resurgent 
34 
35 Resurgent 
35 
36 Eagle Island 
37 Between Eagle and Sea Cow 
37 
37 
37 
37 
37 
37 
37 
37 
37 
38 Between Eagle and Sea Cow 
38 
38 
38 
38 
38 
38 
38 
39 East of Eagle 
39 
39 
39 
39 
40 Sea Mound east of Eagle 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
41 Eagle Island 
41 
41 
41 
41 
Depth 
21 Q 
21 R 
12 R 
18 R 
30 Q 
32 Q 
32 R 
3 Q 
6 Q 
6 R 
18 Q 
18 R 
9 Q 
9 R 
15 R 
15 Q 
24 R 
3 Q 
33 R 
30 Q 
38 Q 
36 R 
30 Q 
30 R 
45 Q 
45 R 
18 Q 
18 R 
12 Q 
12 R 
18 Q 
18 R 
12 Q 
12 R 
30Q 
30R 
24 Q 
24 R 
33 Q 
18 R 
45 R 
12 Q 
12 R 
38 Q 
38 R 
30 Q 
30 R 
24 Q 
24 R 
12 Q 
12 R 
24 Q 
24 R 
30Q 
30 R 
18 Q 
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Samp I e Number 
165 
166 
167 
168 
169 
170 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 
177 
178 
179 
180 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 
188 
189 
190 
191 
192 
193 
194 
195 
196 
197 
198 
199 
200 
201 
202 
203 
204 
205 
206 
207 
208 
209 
210 
211 
212 
213 
214 
215 
216 
Transect and location 
41 
41 
41 
41 
41 
41 
41 
41 
41 
41 
42 Danger Island 
42 
42 
42 
42 
42 
43 Grande Passe 
43 
43 
43 
43 
99 Diego Garcia 
99 
I North Brother 
I 
2 North Brother 
6 Middle Brother 
6 
10 South Brother 
2 North Brother 
II South Brother 
II 
17 Eag I e Is I and 
17 
17 
17 
17 
19 Eagle Island 
27 Danger Island 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
28 Danger Island 
34 Resurgent 
35 Resurgent 
36 Eagle Island 
36 
36 
39 East of Eagle 
39 
Depth 
18 R 
38 Q 
38 R 
6 Q 
6 R 
12 Q 
12 R 
45 Q 
45 R 
3 R 
25 Q 
18 R 
9 Q 
9 R 
3 Q 
3 R 
24 Q 
24 R 
42 R 
l8 R 
300 
21 Q 
21 R 
18 Q 
6 Q 
18 Q 
6 Q 
30 Q 
12 Q 
18 R 
45 Q 
45 R 
6 Q 
3 Q 
3 R 
45 Q 
45 R 
6 R 
24 Q 
24 R 
30R 
38 Q 
38 R 
30 Q 
39 Q 
15 R 
24 Q 
30 R 
3'Q 
3 R 
33 R 
18 Q 
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Sample Number Transect and location Depth 
217 40 Sea Mound east of Eagle 18 Q 
218 40 18 R 
219 42 Danger Island 25 R 
220 42 18 Q 
221 43 Grande Passe 42 Q 
222 12 South Brother 32 Q 
223 12 6 R 
224 12 18 Q 
TABLE 5 Genera and species or dered i n dep~h c lasses from 3m to 45m 
Data from quadrat samp les on ly. 
Acropora spp. t ype I 
Leptor>ia spp . 
HeZiopora coeruZea 
0 . cf . mordax + Stylophora s pp . 
GaZaxea cf . fascicu Zari s 
PociZZopora c f . eydouxi 
Favi a steZZigera 
PZatygyra spp . 
Favi tes pentagona group 
Favia paZZida/favus group 
Montipora s pp. 
Acropora spp . type 2 
St 
Leptastrea spp . 
Favites virens/abdita group 
Eahinopora cf . gemmacea 
Acanthastrea spp . 
Acropora spp . t ype 3 
Astreopora spp. 
Ctenella spp. 
Fungia (Plcuractis) spp . 
Porites mass ive g ro~p 
Acr-opora spp . (inc I .Jl . pal.ifcra) 
Por1.:tes mass i ve /encr·us t i ng group 
ravena c LuA::; 9 roup 
Pavona var1:ans group 
P"'ammO}Ora (Pl eci osel'is ) s pp . 
"AgaricieUa" s pp . 
Goniopora spp . 
Goniastrea cf . palauensis 
Symphyllia s pp . + Mussid fragment s 
Stylophora ct . pistillata 
Seriatopora spp . 
Cyphastrea s pp . 
Oulophyllia spp . 
?PsaJTO'TIIIcor•a s pp . 
Horast:roea spp . 
Tubastrea s pp . 
Fungia (Fungia) f ungites 
Cyclose2>is spp . 
Pect i n ii ds (a l I gene r a ) 
Pachyseris s pp . 
Leptoaeris? ~ycetosP-roides group 
Leptos ~Bris s pp. 
CoscinaraF.::a spp. 
No. of quadrats i r. 
d8rth c iass 
Presen·r in % 
cf c;u<-'c r o.-f s 
i n dep ·J 'I c l 55 
See text for exp lanat ion . 
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